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Dear readers,

Since Tetra Tech DPK was founded in 1992 we have been aware of the importance of capable, service-oriented, and transparent public institutions for achieving economic and social development. Our constant mission has been to help strengthen institutions in developing countries, initially in the justice sector and then more broadly in public administration.

In the countries where we work we have been concerned by situations where weak and corrupt institutions have impeded development progress. It was evident to us that technical assistance and training in prevention, control, and enforcement measures had not provided an adequate response. We became convinced of the need for an alternative, politically sensitive approach based on positive virtues of quality performance, public service orientation, and adherence to high ethical standards.

Beginning in 2004, under the leadership of our co-founder, William Davis, and senior field representative Josefina Coutiño, we were able to initiate a program in the Dominican Republic that emphasized this approach in response to the strong interest of a reform-minded President of the Supreme Court. Since then, as our experience with institutional integrity has evolved we have been encouraged by how this approach has been received, adapted and implemented in other environments.

We have decided to sponsor a study of institutional integrity, looking beyond our own experience to examine academic research and international practice. To conduct this study, we called on Ambassador James Michel. Ambassador Michel is a respected thought leader on issues of good governance and the rule of law. He has provided consulting services for Tetra Tech DPK for many years and is familiar with our work.

We believe that building integrity in public institutions is an essential aspect of building a culture of lawfulness and integrity in the broader society. Our hope is that this study will be a useful focal point for sharing knowledge and stimulating discussion on the theme of institutional integrity within the development community. We hope you will enjoy reading the study. We will welcome hearing from practitioners, scholars, representatives of governments and multilateral organizations, and others who share our interest in increasing the effectiveness of development cooperation.

Sincerely,

Robert W. Page, Jr.
Director
Tetra Tech DPK
ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACRONYM</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANTICORRP</td>
<td>Anticorruption Policies Revisited: Global Trends and European Responses to the Challenge of Corruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APEC</td>
<td>Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEDAW</td>
<td>Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women, or Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONAVIM</td>
<td>National Commission to Prevent and Eradicate Violence against Women (Mexico)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLP</td>
<td>Development Leadership Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRG</td>
<td>Democracy, Human Rights, and Governance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERCAS</td>
<td>European Research Centre for Anti-Corruption and State Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEMAP</td>
<td>Government Economic Management and Assistance Program (Liberia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HLPF</td>
<td>High Level Political Forum on Sustainable Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IACAC</td>
<td>Inter-American Convention against Corruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDA</td>
<td>International Development Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMF</td>
<td>International Monetary Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPI</td>
<td>Index of Public Integrity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCC</td>
<td>Millennium Challenge Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MESICIC</td>
<td>Mechanism for Follow Up on the Implementation of the Inter-American Convention against Corruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>Non-Governmental Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAS</td>
<td>Organization of American States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODI</td>
<td>Overseas Development Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDG</td>
<td>Sustainable Development Goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMART</td>
<td>Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Relevant, and Time-Bound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TI</td>
<td>Transparency International</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN</td>
<td>United Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNCAC</td>
<td>United Nations Convention against Corruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNDP</td>
<td>United Nations Development Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNODC</td>
<td>United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US</td>
<td>United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAID</td>
<td>United States Agency for International Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDR</td>
<td>World Development Report</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The complex process of societal change is the subject of a vast and diverse body of study and analysis. Scholars have sought to explain this phenomenon by examining cultural, economic, geographic, historical, political, psychological, security, and societal influences and the relationships among them.¹

The essence of economic, social, and political development is transformative change that enables a society to become more stable, just, and prosperous, with shared values and interests grounded in human freedom and opportunity. The prospects for success will be influenced by many factors: the degree of receptivity in the society; the motivations of proponents of change; the ability of leaders; the availability of necessary knowledge and resources; and the adequacy of measures to address the needs and concerns of those who are opposed to change.

Experience has shown that such societal change is a long-term process that demands participatory analysis to establish goals, capacity to articulate a compelling vision to communicate those goals, and persistent effort by a broad range of stakeholders with continuous monitoring of progress and flexible adaptation to respond to lessons learned and changing conditions.

This report on institutional integrity examines a promising approach for addressing a particular aspect of change: the fundamental need for competent, fair, and accountable public institutions. This includes institutions in the sense of accepted norms that guide public policies as well as the public organizations that give effect to those norms and policies. The report discusses the concept of institutional integrity, how it has been applied in practice, and the potential of international cooperation to contribute to it.

Chapter 1 begins with an exploration of the interrelationships: between economic and social development and governance and between governance and corruption. In essence, when corruption undermines effective governance it impedes economic and social development. The chapter places the issues in the context of agreed principles of effective development cooperation – especially the importance of local ownership and context-appropriate approaches – and takes note of the limited effectiveness of past efforts to address the major impediment of persistent corruption.

Chapter 2 introduces the concept of institutional integrity as a way to shift the paradigm for anticorruption and good governance efforts from a negative one of prevention, control and punishment to a positive one of commitment to excellent performance and public service orientation in a context where leadership and staff take pride in their organization and are guided in their actions by common purpose, high performance standards, and shared ethical values. The chapter provides examples of academic studies of institutional integrity and national strategies that have relied on institutional integrity to help improve the quality of governance.

Chapter 3 reviews the use of institutional integrity in international development. It examines practices of the United States, Europe, and multilateral organizations in their emerging reliance on institutional integrity approaches in furthering public sector reform. The chapter calls particular attention to two major multilateral developments. First, the United Nations Convention against Corruption (UNCAC) established a widely endorsed global standard of public sector institutional integrity and created a mechanism that can monitor country performance against that standard. Second, the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) launched and has vigorously promoted a three-part strategy to cultivate a society-wide culture of integrity based on a coherent and comprehensive public integrity system and effective accountability. OECD activities in furtherance of this strategy include an increasing number of country integrity reviews.

Chapter 4 provides a case study of how Tetra Tech DPK, an international consulting firm that specializes in issues of good governance and the rule of law, has collaborated with local actors to implement a distinctive approach to institutional integrity. The chapter traces the three phases in the development of this approach over more than a decade of experience in working with public organizations in four Latin American countries:

1. This experience began with mutual recognition of the need to address four components of institutional integrity: norms and public policies; organizational culture; transparent, efficient, and effective management; and a system of consequences. This led to a methodology of self-assessment, inclusive planning, and implementation of a locally owned action program.

2. A second phase involved the development of monitoring and evaluation systems based on the priorities chosen by the concerned organization. This provided a continuing flow of up-to-date, reliable information to sustain progress.

3. A third phase was the adoption of a procedure for periodic certification by an outside body. This provides an additional way to incentivize and sustain a virtuous circle of continuous vigilance and improvement.

The evolution of Tetra Tech DPK’s experience is continuing with the exploration of ways to engage civil society more broadly in the process of sharing knowledge and providing oversight and support for institutional integrity.

Chapter 4 also describes Tetra Tech DPK’s different experiences in four countries: the Dominican Republic, Peru, Mexico, and El Salvador. These experiences illustrate the achievements of the institutional integrity approach and the impact in those countries as well as the limitations of international development cooperation as a means for fostering transformative societal change. Regarding the limitations, efforts to build institutional integrity have largely been pursued within the framework of international cooperation projects that have reached only a few public organizations. This approach would have a far greater impact if these project examples were to lead to the adoption of institutional integrity as a matter of national policy and applied generally as a tool for strengthening the efficiency, effectiveness, transparency, and accountability of public organizations.

Finally, Chapter 5 of the report offers general observations about the process of societal change and the role of institutional integrity in theory and in practice. These observations reiterate the importance of 1) international cooperation that is respectful of and responsive to local knowledge, systems, and responsibilities, and 2) the need for coherence and coordination among development, diplomatic, and law enforcement channels of cooperation.
Chapter 5 acknowledges that efficient and trustworthy public institutions are necessary but not sufficient to achieve a culture of lawfulness and integrity. Additional factors such as economic policies, access to technology, press freedom, public education, visible centers of moral authority and role models, an engaged civil society, and media attention are all important to achieve a broad shift in values, beliefs and behavior.

The concluding observations call attention to ways to enhance the important roles of the UNCAC review mechanism, the UN system for monitoring progress toward the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), and the OECD public integrity initiative. In particular, these observations include ways to increase coherence and coordination of efforts and to expand opportunities for participation by civil society and other stakeholders.

The report’s final conclusion is that the integrity of public institutions can make a significant contribution to coherent and comprehensive national and international strategies to build a culture of lawfulness and integrity and to achieve sustainable economic, social, and political development. Therefore, such strategies merit thoughtful international encouragement and support.
The intimate connection between economic and social development and effective governance has long been recognized. The consensus view remains, as expressed by global leaders in the 2005 World Summit Declaration, that “good governance and the rule of law … are essential for sustained economic growth, sustainable development and the eradication of poverty and hunger.”

It is equally well established that capable, fair, and accountable institutions are essential for achieving and sustaining effective governance. The World Bank’s Worldwide Governance Indicators define “governance” as consisting of “the traditions and institutions by which authority in a country is exercised” which include “the process by which governments are selected, monitored and replaced; the capacity of the government to effectively formulate and implement sound policies; and the respect of citizens and the state for the institutions that govern economic and social interactions among them.”

The realization that traditions and institutions of governance have a substantial impact on economic and social development has generated a distinct body of development studies and broadened the development agenda to include increased emphasis on improved governance. This emphasis has

---


also influenced aid allocations in some cases.\textsuperscript{7} As the scope of international activities and the range of actors involved with issues of governance have expanded, so too has the scope of research, policy debates, definitions, and approaches.\textsuperscript{8}

Many programs of international support for strengthening the institutions of governance have achieved their specified objectives. However, there have been persistent criticisms that too often these programs did not contribute to lasting change. One criticism is that in many cases the programs were insufficiently aligned with local attitudes, incentives, politics, systems, and values.\textsuperscript{9} A related concern is that they failed to overcome entrenched resistance from powerful political and economic interests that benefited from weak and often corrupt institutions of governance.\textsuperscript{10}

Widely endorsed international instruments embrace the principle of respect for local ownership and local context. For example, the 2011 Busan Partnership Declaration begins its enumeration of shared common principles of cooperation for effective development with:

\textit{Ownership of development priorities by developing countries.} Partnerships for development can only succeed if they are led by developing countries, implementing approaches that are tailored to country-specific situations and needs.\textsuperscript{11}

This principle was forcefully reiterated in the UN General Assembly resolution adopted at the Sustainable Development Summit in 2015:

\begin{quote}
We reiterate that each country has primary responsibility for its own economic and social development and that the role of national policies and development strategies cannot be over-
\end{quote}


\textsuperscript{11} Busan Conference, \textit{Busan Partnership for Effective Development Cooperation} (adopted at the Fourth High Level Forum on Aid Effectiveness on December 1, 2011, para. 11, Busan. http://www.oecd.org/dac/effectiveness/49650173.pdf. The other principles set out in paragraph 11 of the Busan Declaration are a focus on results, inclusive development partnerships, and transparency and accountability to each other.
The principle of respect for local ownership and local context also finds expression in the policies of most development agencies. However, progress in implementing this principle has been uneven.

There is evidence that the gap between policy and practice may be closing and that international development cooperation is making greater use of problem-directed, iterative, and adaptive approaches with increased reliance on local systems and greater attention to the local political context. It is now widely recognized that international support for anticorruption efforts needs to be consistent with the principles of effective development cooperation.

But where there is entrenched resistance from powerful political and economic interests (as in situations where corruption is embedded in a culture of privilege and inequality), international actors are understandably reluctant to rely on local systems and institutions. This dilemma necessarily impedes effective international cooperation and adds an additional layer of complexity to international support for good governance.

Corruption is a major obstacle to development, a corrosive and destructive influence on governance,

---


and an impediment to effective development cooperation.\textsuperscript{17} It has become the subject of a specialized body of work within the broad study of the relationship between effective governance and sustainable development.\textsuperscript{18} The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) include the substantial reduction of corruption as a specific target for Goal 16, the goal that calls for the promotion of peaceful and inclusive societies, access to justice for all, and effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels.

There are several widely known systems for public reporting on corruption, such as Transparency International’s \textit{Corruption Perceptions Index}, the \textit{Index of Public Integrity} of the European Research Centre for Anti-Corruption and State-Building (ERCAS), and the World Bank’s \textit{Worldwide Governance Indicators}.\textsuperscript{19} The Millennium Challenge Corporation (MCC) draws upon up to 23 different assessments and surveys (depending on availability), each of which receives a different weight, depending on its estimated precision and country coverage.\textsuperscript{20}

In addition, there is an extensive network of multilateral treaties that oblige the parties to refrain from and respond effectively to corruption. In addition to the universal United Nations Convention against Corruption (UNCAC), these treaties include a host of regional and specialized agreements.\textsuperscript{21} Since the adoption of the UNCAC, UN members have observed an International Anti-Corruption Day each year on December 9.

The strategies in common use for combating corruption through international cooperation have tended to emphasize selectivity (e.g. limiting eligibility for aid or other benefits to countries that meet certain standards), preventive deterrence (e.g. technical assistance to help strengthen local capabilities in public financial management, public employment systems, and internal controls), transparency (e.g. support for open government initiatives and civil society advocacy), and enforcement (e.g. strengthening local detection and punishment capabilities, including with new anticorruption institu-


\textsuperscript{18} See the Sustainable Development Knowledge Platform, Goal 16 Targets and Indicators, https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg16. The magnitude of the literature on this subject is illustrated by the 67 pages of bibliographic references in Rose-Ackerman, Susan, and Bonnie J. Palifka, \textit{Corruption and Government}.

\textsuperscript{19} See the websites for these indices at, respectively: https://www.transparency.org/news/feature/corruption_perceptions_index_2017; https://integrity-index.org; and http://info.worldbank.org/governance/wgi/#home. There are also specialized indices that include measures of corruption, such as the World Justice Project’s \textit{Rule of Law Index}, https://worldjusticeproject.org/our-work/publications/rule-law-index-reports/wjp-rule-law-index-2017-2018-report.


However, experience has demonstrated that the results achieved with these strategies tend to be disappointing.

The World Bank’s *World Development Report* (WDR) 2017 presents the following logic:

- Local institutions need to enhance policy effectiveness by enabling credible commitment, inducing coordination, and enhancing cooperation.
- Policy making and implementation measures to enable local institutions to enhance their effectiveness involve bargaining that reflects the local power equilibrium.
- Power asymmetries can inhibit the ability of institutions to achieve the needed credible commitment and effectiveness.
- Therefore, international support for reform needs to address those asymmetries.

According to the WDR’s analysis, this means it is necessary to consider needs for changes in contestability (who is included in and who is excluded from the policy arena), incentives (how decision makers are held accountable and how the benefits of compliance are shared), and preferences and beliefs (how stakeholders judge the likely outcome of compliance). The WDR identifies the drivers of change for these factors as including elite bargains, citizen engagement, and international influence.

The foregoing analysis suggests that efforts to overcome tolerance of corruption and resistance to change should address issues of control and compliance through broad engagement of local stakeholders in participatory efforts to build a culture of shared values and mutual trust. This is consistent with the argument advanced persuasively by Professor Roy Godson in 2000 that a regulatory and law enforcement response to crime and corruption needs to be accompanied by a complementary strategy to achieve a broad societal shift in values and a culture of lawfulness. Such an approach offers the promise of enabling local actors to take the lead while aligning international support with the principles of effective development cooperation and local realities.

In a background paper for the WDR 2017, Professor Alina Mungiu-Pippidi, a leading expert in anticorruption, described the issue in terms of seeking equilibrium between

---


opportunities and constraints. For example, opportunities for corrupt acts often involve abuse of natural resource wealth, administrative discretion, and public spending; constraints on abuses include an independent judiciary, an informed civil society, and freedom of the media.26

An impressive 2017 study by Mungiu-Pippidi and Michael Johnston reviewed a broad array of statistical data and examined in depth the experience of 10 successful countries. Their research produced several findings that can inform anticorruption efforts. In particular, they found that factors such as power discretion, rural residence, and dependency on natural resource revenues tended to undermine control of corruption while structural factors such as economic openness, social openness and press freedom had a positive influence.

In their case studies of successful efforts, they observed that progress has tended to be “long term, indirect and often independent of deliberate reforms.” Above all, they highlighted the complexity of transitions to good governance and the importance of achieving a critical mass of key figures, interest groups, and citizens who realize that they have a stake in effective, credible, and accountable government.

The case studies portray how very different circumstances, events, institutional changes, and personalities influenced the efforts of the studied countries to make the difficult transition from particularism to universalism. That is, their individual stories were about the journeys of societies away from conditions in which corruption was institutionalized and decisions were based on personal status, and toward conditions in which corruption is controlled and decisions are made impartially with equal treatment in the application of established norms. Although the individual cases revealed some correlations and provided helpful insights, they revealed no consistency in patterns of action or in results. As Mungiu-Pippidi and Johnston put it, understandably, “there is no single recipe for corruption control.”

The authors recognized the prominence of corruption as an obstacle to good governance and the rule of law, but found that the results of international efforts to address this obstacle had fallen short. They also found that “in the absence of the rule of law and judicial independence, the tools that the anti-corruption industry advocates do not work.”

They concluded that the most important action “has at times been debate, contention or outright conflict over issues more fundamental than specific corrupt practices.” In particular, they suggested that such fundamental issues included:

- Who is to govern whom and with what justification?
- By what means, and within what limits?
- Whose voices will be heard and whose interests taken into account as policy is made and decisions are taken? 27


27 Mungiu-Pippidi, Alina, and Michael Johnston, “Conclusions and Lessons Learned,” in Mungiu-Pippidi, Alina and Michael Johnston, editors, Transitions to Good Governance: Creating Virtuous Circle of Anticorruption (Cheltenham, UK: Edward Elgar Publishing Limited, 2017), 234-266. The 10 case studies were Botswana, Qatar, Rwanda, Uruguay, Georgia, Estonia, South Korea, Taiwan, Costa Rica, and Chile.
CLOSING THOUGHTS ON CHAPTER 1

This chapter has briefly reviewed the connection between governance and development, effectiveness in international development cooperation, and the challenges posed by corruption. The search for improved anticorruption strategies has led to growing interest in addressing corruption, not as a separate issue, but as one aspect of societal and institutional weakness that should be addressed through a broader effort to change societal interests, beliefs, and values, including through improvements in public institutions of their overall quality, effectiveness, user orientation, and adherence to ethical values.

Research has confirmed that transitions to good governance involve far more than efforts to simply combat corruption. Successful transitions involve many interdependent factors, such as economic growth and opportunity; public health and education; an engaged civil society with access to information; the protection of the rule of law; and a free press. Effective and trustworthy public institutions are only one part of the answer, but they are an important part. The effectiveness of efforts to strengthen public institutions, including their role in combating corruption, is the subject of the following chapter.
An appealing alternative to traditional anticorruption strategies is to shift the paradigm from a focus on suppressing bad behavior to a focus on highlighting positive values, pride in self and organization, and commitment to excellent performance. This is the approach of institutional integrity. The fundamental concept is that an institution should function in a way that is fit for its purpose, and the stakeholders in that institution should be guided in their actions by a common purpose and shared positive values.

It is not a new idea that anticorruption efforts should include a positive dimension. In 1988, in his pioneering study *Controlling Corruption*, Robert Klitgaard recommended that harsh measures to break a climate of corruption and overcome cynicism (including by “frying a big fish”) should be accompanied by efforts to increase professionalism, persuade staff that they are affiliated with “a good organization for which to work,” and link anticorruption measures to advancing the organization’s main mission.  

Political scientist and educator Robert Keohane has identified integrity as a criterion of an institution’s very legitimacy. In his view, if “an institution exhibits a pattern of egregious disparity between its actual performance, on the one hand, and its self-proclaimed procedures or major goals, on the other, its legitimacy is seriously called into question.” In such a case, there is “reason to believe that key institutional agents are either untrustworthy or grossly incompetent, that the institution lacks correctives for these deficiencies, and that therefore the institution is unlikely to be effective in providing the goods that would justify taking its directives as binding.”

The United Nations Convention against Corruption (UNCAC), which entered into force in 2005, declares that one of its purposes is “to promote integrity, accountability and proper management of public affairs and public property.” This declaration of purpose is given effect in commitments by the parties to the Convention, *inter alia*, that they will endeavor to strengthen merit-based civil service systems; employ standards of conduct for the correct, honorable, and proper performance of public functions; enhance transparency in public administration; and strengthen the integrity of their judicial and prosecution services.

A substantial body of research is placing emphasis on institutional integrity. As two Bangladeshi scholars have cogently observed, corruption is basically a problem of governance; combating corruption requires the establishment of good governance; and therefore, “promotion of institutional governance and integrity should be considered as the key strategy to combat corruption.”

---


requires the establishment of good governance; and therefore, “promotion of institutional governance and integrity should be considered as the key strategy to combat corruption.”

This emphasis on institutional integrity does not dispute the value of direct measures to prevent corruption, increase transparency, and enforce compliance. Rather, the institutional integrity approach regards such targeted efforts as a part – but only a part – of a broader overall purpose of promoting efficient and effective institutions that operate with transparency, fairness, and accountability. As persuasively observed by Paul Heywood and his co-authors in a study discussed below, “compliance and values should not be seen in crude either-or terms: both are necessary in any system of public integrity management, and the critical issue is to identify the appropriate balance between them in any given jurisdictional setting.”

An example of a positive approach is the framework developed by the International Consortium for Court Excellence. That framework brings together quality performance and ethical values to all areas of court management and leadership – policies, resources, proceedings, user satisfaction, affordable access, and public trust and confidence. The objective of reducing risks of corruption is thus embedded in the broader goal of an excellent institutional performance that reflects shared ethical values.

Integrity Action, a United Kingdom (UK)-based non-governmental organization (NGO), in its view of organizational integrity, regards the alignment of accountability, competence, ethics, and corruption control as “the set of characteristics that justify trustworthiness and generate trust among stakeholders.” It believes that if an organization does not deliver good results, “it would not, ultimately, be acting with integrity,” and that “integrity creates the conditions for organizations to intelligently resist corruption and to be more trusted and efficient.”

Integrity Action emphasizes a community integrity building approach that focuses on broad participation extending beyond the internal processes of a public organization. This approach is based on context sensitivity; joint learning; evidenced-based data collection, analysis, and verification; constructive engagement to identify solutions and advocate for change; and closing the loop through learning and impact assessment.

Another example of a positive approach is found in a 2012 report on good governance and institutional integrity by the World Road Association, based on a collaborative study with the UN, World Bank, and Transparency International (TI). That study found that important factors for reducing corruption risks are:

---


34 Integrity Action website, https://integrityaction.org/what-integrity.

• the development of effective management systems;
• a positive corporate culture, including leadership by top management;
• initiatives to raise employee satisfaction and motivation; and
• improvement to procurement processes (and contract implementation and management).36

In a report for the European Union (EU), Agata Gurzawska summarized differences between a compliance strategy and an integrity strategy for combating corruption. Her analysis indicated that a compliance-based strategy focuses on rules and presents the individual with the choice of following or violating those rules. An integrity-based strategy focuses on the individual’s capacity for moral judgment and on moral character. She illustrates the differences with a table, reproduced below in Table 1.37

Table 1 - Differences between Compliance and Integrity Strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Compliance Strategy</th>
<th>Integrity Strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethos</strong></td>
<td>Conformity with externally imposed standards</td>
<td>Self-governance according to chosen standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Objective</strong></td>
<td>Prevent criminal misconduct</td>
<td>Enable responsible conduct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Leadership</strong></td>
<td>Lawyer-driven</td>
<td>Management-driven with aid of lawyers, HR staff, others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Methods</strong></td>
<td>Education, reduced discretion, auditing and controls, penalties</td>
<td>Education, leadership, monitoring, accountability, organizational systems and decision processes (centers of ethical responsibility) auditing and controls, penalties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Behavioral Assumptions</strong></td>
<td>Autonomous beings guided by material self-interest, values, ideals, and peers</td>
<td>Autonomous beings guided by material self-interest, values, ideals, and peers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A 2011 study by the UK-based Development Leadership Program (DLP) examined institutional integrity in the context of development organizations. The key finding was that integrity is more than codes of conduct, individual behavior, or enforcement mechanisms. It is a function of the complex interaction among three aspects of integrity: individual integrity, institutions of integrity and the integrity of institutions.

The DLP study defines “individual integrity” as honest and appropriate behavior with consistency between words and actions. It defines “institutions of integrity” as institutionalized norms of behavior that shape individual integrity, including that of leaders, and regards the “integrity of an institution” as a quality demonstrated when an organization functions correctly, is robust and legitimate, and is fit for purpose. According to DLP, necessary congruence among these three aspects of integrity is achieved by building coalitions among stakeholders so that shared goals, values, and practices can emerge.

through cooperation, competition, and consensus-building.\textsuperscript{38}

In a study for Harvard University’s Edmond J. Safra Center for Ethics, Professor Gillian Brock examined institutional integrity in tax institutions. Her research led her to the conclusion that a state of institutional integrity is present in a tax institution when the following conditions are met:

1. The institution raises revenues effectively and equitably for the state’s necessary or legitimate activities and functions.
2. The institution promotes interests of citizens, helps them to discharge their duties, and is accountable to them.
3. The institution enjoys public confidence (often manifested by high tax morale and high levels of tax compliance).
4. Public confidence in the institution’s practices, policies, and operations can survive appropriate transparency and accountability tests.

Her examination of institutional deficiencies, including corruption, is structured around departures from this four-point model of institutional integrity.\textsuperscript{39}

The Index of Public Integrity (IPI), maintained by ERCAS at the Hertie School of Governance in Berlin, uses a broadly inclusive notion of public integrity. This index looks beyond the qualities of individual institutions to consider six components: judicial independence, administrative burden, trade openness, budget transparency, e-citizenship (the ability of citizens to use online tools and social media), and freedom of the press. These are the indicators upon which IPI relies to assess the balance between a state’s capability to reduce the abuse of influence and a society’s capability to hold its government accountable. According to the IPI website, this approach is based on evidence showing “that establishing effective control of corruption requires much more than the mere adoption of specific tools and strict legal regulations.”\textsuperscript{40}

Daniel Kaufmann, who has long been an articulate thought leader and commentator on issues of governance and development, argues against a narrow approach of fighting corruption with increased regulation and prosecution. Instead, he maintains that fundamental and systematic governance reform with an emphasis on transparency is the most effective strategy. This is consistent with the positive approach of promoting institutional integrity – pursuing commitment to efficient, effective, and accountable institutions that operate with fairness and transparency.\textsuperscript{41}

Another articulate thought leader on these issues, former World Bank Managing Director and Finance Minister of Nigeria Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala, addressed Kaufmann’s theme of myths and realities from a developing country perspective. In a lecture at the Center for Global Development in 2007, she made the important additional point that corruption is often treated as an economic issue when, in fact, it is


\textsuperscript{41} See Kaufmann, Daniel, \textit{Myths and Realities of Governance and Corruption} (SSRN, 2005), http://siteresources.worldbank.org/INTWBIGOVANTCOR/Resources/2_1_Governance_and_Corruption_Kaufmann.pdf.
essentially political.\textsuperscript{42}

Australia has been a leader in adopting institutional integrity in its public administration. One example is the Australian Commission for Law Enforcement Integrity, which has based its approach to integrity on its belief that structurally weak and poorly governed organizations are vulnerable to corruption, and that, conversely, integrity and high professional standards “are key building blocks to achieving organizational objectives.” Drawing on Kaufmann’s analysis, the Commission has adopted the philosophy that organizational capabilities to strengthen accountability and improve governance provide the best way to build resistance to corruption and improve system integrity.

The Commission’s Corruption Prevention Toolkit sets forth views on the importance of high professional standards in motivating staff, attracting qualified employees, and building trust internally and with the community. It emphasizes an organizational culture of integrity, with alignment between the tone set by leadership from the top and the tone set at the bottom and throughout the organization.\textsuperscript{43}

The Australian perspective is further illustrated in the work of the Western Australian Integrity Coordinating Group, an informal group of public sector organizations that promotes public integrity. As noted in the above-described Gurzawska study of institutional integrity, the Coordinating Group “introduced a broader understanding of integrity, defining it as ‘earning and sustaining public trust by serving the public interest; using powers responsibly; acting with honesty and transparency; and preventing and addressing improper conduct.’”\textsuperscript{44}

The U4 Help Desk has published information about the practices of a number of countries for assessing and monitoring institutional integrity. For example, it has reported on the Philippines’ integrity development review program that captures the positive approach of institutional integrity with the title “Pursuing Reform through Integrity Development (PRIDE).”

Building on the experience of the Independent Commission against Corruption of New South Wales, the Philippines program involves a self-assessment of a public organization’s vulnerability to corruption and the strengthening of policies and systems to promote integrity. In addition to specific corruption prevention issues, the program emphasizes the organization’s mission and values, performance expectations, and the role of leadership. The program has been introduced in a number of national agencies and also in municipal governance.\textsuperscript{45}


\textsuperscript{44} Gurzawska, Agata, Institutional Integrity at 5.

A major EU research project has made an important contribution to the study of institutional integrity. The project, “Anti-Corruption Policies Revisited: Global Trends and European Responses to the Challenge of Corruption” (ANTICORRP), supported research by 20 groups in 15 countries from 2012 to 2017.46

Under the ANTICORRP program, Paul Heywood, Heather Marquette, Caryn Peiffer, and Nieves Zúñiga have published a highly informative paper on integrity from a public management perspective. Their paper draws on fieldwork as well as a review of the broad literature on integrity. Their major conclusions capture much of what has been learned. They include the following:

- Some combination of compliance and values approaches is needed for effective public management, and the interaction between these two approaches is important.
- Leadership is a critical factor for implementation. Ethical leadership in building a culture of integrity helps to preserve and strengthen the trust and credibility needed for the governance of public institutions.
- Institutional design needs to be complemented by social norms and values. Formal tools such as codes of conduct and professional standards are helpful, but informal tools (such as leadership and organizational culture) are also required to create the environment in which the formal tools can be effective.
- Key considerations for policy makers include:
  - adaptation to the particular context;
  - a range of tools that can reach the diverse array of people with whom communication is needed;
  - mutual reinforcement of the society’s rules and values and integration of anticorruption and pro-integrity measures with broader efforts to deliver effective services; and
  - partnership of government and citizens working together toward shared goals.47

**CLOSING THOUGHTS ON CHAPTER 2**

This chapter has provided illustrations of how institutional integrity is a much broader concept than simply an effort to reduce corruption. The examples and studies discussed above describe integrity as the result of an institution’s overall fitness for purpose – its capabilities and performance as well as its values. As shown here, an institution that has integrity builds safeguards against corruption into broader efforts to achieve excellence and exhibits qualities that are recognized and appreciated internally by leaders and staff and externally by those who are affected by its operations.

The reported guidance on how to pursue institutional integrity emphasizes the importance of capable and committed leadership, inclusive and participatory methodologies, and transparent processes that facilitate stakeholder trust and endorsement, including informed citizen engagement and oversight. These factors should be kept in mind while reading the following chapters of this report, beginning with Chapter 3, which examines how institutional integrity has been addressed in the policies and practices of international development actors.
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46 See the ANTICORRP website at http://anticorrp.eu.

47 Heywood, Paul, Heather Marquette, Caryn Peiffer, and Nieves Zúñiga, *Integrity and Integrity Management in Public Life*. 
United States Policies and Practice

The United States (US) programs of international cooperation give prominence to improving governance and combating corruption. The 2017 National Security Strategy identifies working with countries to improve their ability to fight corruption as a priority action. The current joint strategic plan of the Department of State and the United States Agency for International Development (USAID) identifies combating corruption as one of the means to advance US economic security. In particular, the plan states that the “Department [of State] and USAID work with partner countries to promote a culture of integrity to prevent corruption before it starts and to strengthen detection and enforcement efforts.”

These policy statements give effect to Congressional directives that were added to the foreign assistance legislation in 2000. US law declares that “the promotion of good governance through combating corruption and improving accountability and transparency” is a principal goal of US development cooperation policy and asserts that the “successful transition of a developing country is dependent upon the quality of its economic and governance institutions.”

Foreign assistance programs managed by USAID and MCC prioritize this policy:

- MCC assesses corruption as a “hard hurdle” when determining country eligibility for a compact, and it continues to regularly monitor corruption within partner countries. MCC’s Threshold Programs (often managed by USAID) assist countries to become compact-eligible by supporting targeted policy and institutional reforms, including those related to the control of corruption.

- USAID’s strategy for democracy, human rights, and governance (DRG) focuses on two critical outcomes: (1) citizen participation and inclusion, and (2) more accountable institutions and leaders.

- An express objective of the USAID strategy is to “foster greater accountability of institutions and leaders to citizens and to the law.” The strategy document states with approval that many USAID DRG programs “take a systems-based approach to address the accountability gaps that lie at the heart of corruption and poor governance.”

The USAID strategy goes beyond a narrow anticorruption focus on prevention, detection, and punishment. The strategy’s accountability objective expressly calls for supporting the institutional architec-
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iture for accountable governance and addressing related incentives, structures, and processes.

The accountability objective is also accompanied by a separate objective of integrating “democracy, human rights and governance principles and practices across USAID’s development portfolio.” This means that factors such as improvements in the rule of law, policy formulation and implementation, public financial management, public accountability, and citizen participation, where relevant, should be considered as a part of the full range of development objectives in USAID country strategies and programs.53

A number of USAID-supported programs have combined the objective of building competence and integrity in the performance of institutions with support for deterring, publicizing, detecting, and punishing corrupt acts. An analysis of USAID programming from 2007-2013 observed that relatively few sectoral projects “included anticorruption as either an explicit objective or a cross-cutting theme.”54 However, the report cited a wide array of programs that included anticorruption within other objectives. Among those were USAID’s support for Liberia’s Governance and Economic Management Assistance Program (GEMAP), Colombia’s justice reform and modernization, and economic governance in the Philippines.55 USAID supported the Philippines integrity development program described in Chapter 2.56

USAID guidance highlights the importance of an initial assessment to help the practitioner understand the political-economic context and drivers of corruption. The guidance goes on to recognize that anticorruption issues might be targeted directly; as part of a broader program to improve government performance and effectiveness; or as an element integrated in a particular sectoral program.57 This is not quite the same as endorsing a public integrity strategy as a way to combat corruption. However, the flexibility in program design and the emphasis on adapting to local context in the guidance clearly show openness to institutional integrity approaches where appropriate. The above-cited Philippines program is an example.

This openness was illustrated by a 2009 study of lessons that USAID learned from its experience with MCC threshold programs. The study addressed “the volitional aspects [of a culture of corruption] by instilling values of integrity in the program country’s civil service and curbing society’s willingness to offer bribes”58 A further illustration of openness to an institutional integrity approach is found in a 2009 USAID program brief on reducing corruption in the judiciary. This document (written by the author of this report) includes a brief section on ethics and institutional integrity that states, “Ethics cannot be treated as a ‘stand-alone’ issue within the judiciary. It needs to be integrated into the operations and

53 Ibid, at 23.
incentives of the institution.\textsuperscript{59} Chapter 4 contains a discussion of USAID-financed institutional integrity initiatives in four Latin American countries.

**European Policies and Practice**

The Council of Europe has long included institutional integrity among the issues it addresses in its support for efforts to combat corruption. It has published training materials that collect a broad array of resources on corruption issues, including on integrity assessment methodologies and results.\textsuperscript{60} In 2017, the Council’s Parliamentary Assembly adopted a resolution calling on all members and observers to “step up the fight against corruption by promoting integrity and transparency in public life at all levels.”\textsuperscript{61}

In 2013, Transparency International (TI) took note of the European practice of reporting on corruption in EU member countries, but the absence of such a practice with respect to the EU institutions themselves. Therefore, TI undertook an in-depth examination of both the rules in place and the practices in 10 EU institutions and bodies. It found that there was a good foundation in the EU system to support integrity and ethics. However, it also found there was poor practice, lack of political leadership, failure to allocate sufficient staff and funding, and insufficient clarity in the application of the rules. As a result, despite improvements to the overall framework, corruption risks were found to persist at the EU level.\textsuperscript{62}

The Government of the Netherlands, in connection with its Presidency of the European Union in 2016, commissioned a set of reports on public integrity and the connection between integrity and trust in EU member states. The basic study in this undertaking reviewed surveys conducted in Europe between 2008 and 2013 to examine the relationships among good governance, political trust, and public integrity.

The study found that the countries that dealt best with trust and integrity had fewer regulations and red tape and far more normative constraints, such as critical citizens and media. It also found that measures to monitor and strengthen integrity should target practices and norms more than just regulation. Legal and regulatory measures alone, such as anticorruption agencies or public financial reporting requirements for public officials, did not have a positive correlation with reduced corruption and increased trust unless they were accompanied by positive behavioral norms.

The report concluded with a summary of five lessons learned from European experiences:


\textsuperscript{61} Council of Europe Parliamentary Assembly, *Promoting integrity in governance to tackle political corruption*, Resolution 2170(2017), http://semantic-pace.net/tools/pdf.aspx?doc=aHR0cDovL2Fzc2VtYmx5LmNvZ5SbnQvbmcveG1sL1hSZWYvWD-JlLURXLWV4dHU5XNw5PzZpOZpZD0yMzk2MCZsYW5nPUVO&xsl=/aHR0cDovL3NlbWFudGljcGFjZS9yZTVrZkHzMy5wYW5zZGVzX1RoZVZsb3dGQ2FtYWxheW支柱&xsltparams=ZmlsZWlkPTIzOTMw.

1. Evidence-based integrity policies are not only desirable, but within reach. Trust and public integrity can be captured, understood, and explained.

2. Diversity of contexts calls for multiplicity, not uniformity of solutions. Gradual catching up in institutional performance or governance standards can be achieved only by tailor-made national strategies.

3. Smart societies prevent corruption before it happens. Once a country has widespread corruption, measures of repression can no longer repair and restore good governance.

4. Target the real countries, not the legal countries. Focus on a society’s norms and practices, not its laws and regulations.

5. Politicians matter more than civil servants in redressing trust. They should set good examples and present positive images of frugality and integrity. 63

The Dutch Government made its own contribution to the consideration of integrity. This took the form of an informative book on the Dutch approach to integrity management in the public sector. In addition to describing the national experience at various levels and with different types of institutions, the book traced the evolving thinking about integrity in the Netherlands over several decades.

The essence of the book’s analysis is presented in a closing chapter, along with a caveat that the Dutch approach is not without its critics and there is a challenging agenda for continued discussion, reflection, and policy development:

It is vital to the credibility and legitimacy of politics and public administration that integrity is seen as crucial, and that this involves far more than corruption in a specific sense. This theme is widely relevant to the governance agendas at every level, with attention to the context and circumstances that promote and prevent violations. What can and should be done to protect integrity and to control violations therefore also relates to policy and organization (including leadership), throughout the public sector. This calls for a combination of compliance, with adequate rules and standards and sanctions, and value-based initiatives aimed at culture and awareness. At the same time, critical consideration of the effectiveness of what is developed and applied in terms of policy and organization always remains important. 64

According to the Dutch National Integrity Office website, this impressive analysis of the development of one country’s integrity system over several decades was expressly intended to provide insights that might inspire other countries in their own efforts to manage integrity. 65


65 Ibid.
The Role of Multilateral Organizations

The United Nations (UN) plays a central role in the review mechanism for UNCAC and also in the system for monitoring progress toward the SDGs. These global responsibilities imply an active role for UN agencies in programs of international cooperation to prevent and combat corruption and promote the integrity and effectiveness of institutions.

Chapter II of UNCAC commits the parties to a global standard for integrity in the public sector. Article 62 of UNCAC calls for international cooperation to strengthen the capacity of developing countries to prevent and combat corruption. SDG 16 (“promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels”) has an explicit target to “substantially reduce corruption and bribery in all their forms.”

The implementation of these commitments under UNCAC’s Chapter II and Article 62 is among the issues that are subject to periodic monitoring under the review mechanism. However, this topic has not been a principal focus of the UNCAC country reviews. The published lists of the national experts who participate in these reviews indicate that they are primarily from law enforcement, judicial, and compliance organizations. Development cooperation agencies do not appear to be represented.

The periodic country reviews could easily give greater attention to the Convention’s public integrity standard and its related call for international cooperation to support the capacity of developing countries. In addition, public integrity issues could be addressed in SDG monitoring. In particular, implementation of SDG 16 will be a specific agenda item at the 2019 meeting of the High Level Political Forum on Sustainable Development (HLPF). Also, the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) has led a UN system-wide effort to ensure that the internal rules of UN bodies are aligned with the principles of UNCAC. Thus, there are clear opportunities to make use of UN mechanisms to improve the coordination of efforts to implement both SDG 16 and UNCAC.

Also, as discussed below, OECD public integrity reviews could provide useful input for UNCAC reviews, as could opportunities for enhanced civil society participation, as is provided in the practice of Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) shadow reports, and in the UN universal periodic reviews of compliance with human rights obligations.

The United Nations Development Program (UNDP) has long included anticorruption programs and activities in its support for democratic governance, including efforts to strengthen the integrity of public institutions. The overall approach has been to support public institutions (both national and sub-national), strengthen the capacity of civil society and private sector organizations and networks,


68 See the website for the UNCAC review mechanism at http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/corruption/new/ReviewMechanism.html. See also the website for HLPF 2019 at http://sdg.iisd.org/tag/hlpf-2019. There are now 186 countries that are parties to UNCAC and subject to review.

and include anticorruption measures in sectoral programming (such as health, education, and water).

The UNDP strategic plan for 2018-2021 continues the longstanding emphasis on effective, inclusive, and accountable governance. It includes a “solutions package” on “supporting diverse pathways towards peaceful, just and inclusive societies, building on the UNDP comparative advantage and long track record in governance.” The elements of the package in each case will be based on the particular local context, but may include support for core governance functions, establishing local service provision, rule of law, anti-corruption capacities, and access to justice. Operationally, it may involve innovative support for improved regulatory capacities, enhanced legal frameworks, strengthened institutions, and local governance capacities.\(^{70}\)

It seems clear that the UN will continue to integrate support for anticorruption efforts along with support for capable and accountable institutions in its democratic governance programs. Like other development agency approaches described in this chapter, UNDP will seek to integrate institutional strengthening with specific anticorruption elements. This is consistent with the institutional integrity approach, but does not necessarily mean that UN operations will expand their reliance on supporting institutional integrity as a global policy.

One regional UNDP activity is employing an explicit institutional integrity approach. In 2016, UNDP collaborated with the U4 Anti-Corruption Resource Center and the Asia-Pacific Integrity in Action Network (an online network of regional anticorruption practitioners) on a major report about promoting the transparency and accountability of judicial systems in Asia. This report was inspired by the persistence of significant judicial corruption issues in many countries.\(^{71}\) It drew on country studies of judicial integrity from around the world and called on judiciaries to undertake participatory assessments and to use those assessments to develop their capacities and increase their transparency, accountability, and effectiveness.\(^{72}\)

An initial implementing program on promoting a network of judicial champions in the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) group was launched in 2018. The specific focus will be on Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Thailand, and Vietnam.\(^{73}\) This new UNDP initiative has been developed with participation from partner countries as well as leading experts from the U4 Anti-Corruption Resource Center, the International Consortium for Court Excellence, and the Judicial Integrity Group. This program is clearly being developed as an undertaking to strengthen institutional integrity.

**The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)** has long been a major forum for multilateral policy deliberations on issues of accountable and effective institutions. It has also conducted numerous public sector integrity reviews of OECD members and other countries.\(^{74}\) This
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\(^{74}\) See the compendium of OECD publications at http://www.oecd.org/dac/accountable-effective-institutions/aei-publications.htm. See also the list of OECD publications on integrity (including public sector integrity review reports) at http://www.oecd.org/gov/ethics/integrity-publications.
work has culminated in the 2017 OECD Recommendation of the Council on Public Integrity.\textsuperscript{75}

The OECD Recommendation was inspired by evidence of increasing public concern about corruption, accompanied by widespread declining confidence in government. Its premise is that public integrity is a necessary strategic and sustainable response to corruption and is essential to the economic and social well-being and prosperity of individuals and societies.

The Recommendation sets out the elements of a three-part strategy that seeks to cultivate a society-wide culture of integrity. The three parts are:

1. **A coherent and comprehensive public integrity system**, with characteristics that include leadership commitment; well-defined and coordinated responsibilities; an evidence-based strategy with objectives and priorities informed by data and indicators; and high standards that are reflected in law and policy and effectively communicated.

2. **A culture of public integrity**, with characteristics of broad societal support; leadership from managers at all levels; a merit-based, professional public service; capacity building and guidance for public officials in the application of integrity standards; and openness to discussion of integrity concerns in the workplace.

3. **Effective accountability**, characterized by risk management and control systems; enforcement mechanisms for investigation and sanctioning of violations of public integrity standards; oversight by external regulatory bodies and administrative courts; and promotion of transparency and broad stakeholder participation in the development and implementation of public policies.

While the OECD Recommendation is recent, it builds on a long history of research and experience. It has been accompanied by several complementary OECD publications and was a subject of discussion at the 2018 OECD Global Anti-Corruption & Integrity Forum.

Among the complementary publications, an analysis of the human dimension, published in 2018, is a noteworthy addition to the OECD’s work on public integrity. Drawing on the behavioral sciences, this guidance observes that ethical choices based on moral reflection are at the core of integrity and that such choices are made in a context of social interaction. These insights reinforce the importance of promoting trust and an organizational culture of integrity.\textsuperscript{76}


Also in 2018, the OECD published a roadmap for potential future directions of OECD work. Strengthening the Impact of the OECD’s Work on Anti-Corruption and Integrity summarizes the history of the OECD’s wide-ranging activities and its current role. It then proposes five pillars of potential ways to strengthen the OECD’s anticorruption and integrity work. The five pillars provide that the OECD should:

1. Strengthen its evidence-based approach to combating corruption and promoting integrity;
2. Actively seek ways to break down siloes when addressing the multiple dimensions of corruption, its causes, and its remedies;
3. “Globalize” its efforts to promote the application of its anticorruption and integrity standards;
4. Further explore how its standards can be adapted to, and benefit from, application at a “micro” level; and
5. Support and deepen non-government stakeholder engagement in the fight against corruption.

This roadmap makes clear that the strategic approach set forth in the OECD Recommendation is guiding the organization’s current anticorruption and integrity work. It also makes clear that the Recommendation will be the basis for an active program of continuing activities. Its three-part strategy (a comprehensive and coherent system, a culture of public integrity, and effective accountability) amounts to an endorsement of the institutional integrity approach. The growing volume of OECD country studies could be a valuable resource for UN-led reviews under UNCAC as well as for UN-led monitoring of progress toward the SDGs.

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) approved a new framework for enhanced engagement on governance in 2018, following an in-depth review of the IMF’s 1997 guidance. A notable feature of the new framework is its explicit recognition, based on experience, that engagement with corruption needs “a multi-pronged strategy that requires not only anti-corruption measures but also broad-based regulatory and institutional reforms.” The underlying rationale was explained in the staff analysis as follows:

[A] broader reform agenda is needed for an anti-corruption strategy to be successful. In particular, institutional and regulatory reform that takes into account the diagnosis of the relevant governance weaknesses will need to play a central role. These measures include […] the promotion of transparency and accountability and general capacity-building of institutions. The proposed strategy should take account of political economy considerations, and be supported by effective communication and close engagement with the authorities and other stakeholders.

The effectiveness of this new framework will be determined through experience. However, it appears
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79 Ibid at 23.
to be designed as favoring an emphasis on institutional integrity in the IMF’s engagement with governance.

The World Bank adopted its current governance and anticorruption strategy in 2007. The strategy sets out policies and proposes related implementing actions. In particular, it:

- Calls for addressing governance and corruption issues in Country Assistance Strategies, where appropriate, with consideration of the risks these issues pose to development and the potential of the Bank’s instruments to help mitigate these risks. It urges attention to the adequacy of host government programs and other accountability mechanisms and ways that Bank instruments can be used most effectively.

- Commits the Bank to stay engaged, even in the most poorly governed countries, using creative ways to provide services to the poor that do not rely on central government administration where necessary.

- Proposes, in Bank strategies, to link financial levels and modes of engagement to progress on key obstacles to development effectiveness, “which frequently include weak governance and corruption.”

- Undertakes to mobilize the full range of instruments to engage as broadly as possible, and to harmonize with other financial institutions.

- Expresses support for country efforts to build capable and accountable states in support of development and poverty reduction, through an appropriate combination of rules, restraints, and rewards; competitive pressures; and transparency, voice, and partnership. These include, depending on country context:
  - Working to strengthen both the public administration and non-executive state oversight institutions;
  - Helping states to become more transparent;
  - Engaging multiple stakeholders and supporting more broadly participation and oversight by civil society, media, and communities;
  - Supporting the development of a competitive and responsible private sector; and
  - Helping to strengthen governance in the financial sector.

The strategy also includes a section on protecting the Bank’s investments against risks of corruption and a section on collective action through global partnerships and coalitions to further shared objectives for governance and anticorruption.80

Regarding the strategy’s several references to harmonization with other financial institutions, it should be noted that in 2006 the World Bank joined with the African Development Bank, Asian Development Bank, European Bank for Reconstruction and Development, European Investment Bank, IMF, and Inter-American Development Bank to establish a Joint International Financial Institution Anticorruption Task Force. The purpose of the Task Force was “to work towards a consistent and harmonized approach to combat corruption in the activities and operations of the member institutions.”

The Task Force charter set forth a uniform framework for preventing and combating fraud and corrup-
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tion. While this framework was principally concerned with preserving integrity in the operations and resources of the member lending institutions, it also expressed support for anticorruption efforts of borrowing countries. Regarding the latter, the framework expressed support for stakeholder “initiatives to increase transparency and accountability, strengthen governance and combat corruption.”

In 2008, the World Bank’s Independent Evaluation Group produced a major review of the Bank’s support for public sector reform. This ambitious undertaking provided valuable background for the practical implementation of the general guidance set forth in the governance and anticorruption strategy that the Bank had approved in the previous year. The evaluation examined lending and other Bank support for public sector reform in four areas: public financial management, administrative and civil service, revenue administration, and anticorruption and transparency.

At the outset, the evaluation report noted that there had been shortcomings in some important areas and that, in particular, direct “measures to reduce corruption – such as anticorruption laws and commissions – rarely succeeded.” In this regard, it recommended that World Bank support for anticorruption efforts should focus on building country systems to reduce major opportunities for corruption and on making information public in order to stimulate popular demand for more efficient (and less corrupt) service delivery.

The report identified three factors that contributed to success in the country studies: being realistic about what is politically and institutionally feasible; recognizing that the most crucial and difficult part is changing behavior and organizational culture; and dealing with the basics first.

The 2008 evaluation benefited from a working paper prepared by experts from the Norway-based Chr. Michelsen Institute and its related U4 Anti-Corruption Resource Center. The working paper included a literature review and a group of country case studies.

The literature review took note of the difficulty of dealing with imbedded collusion, organizational deficiencies, abuse of power, and lack of responsiveness to citizens’ needs. It stressed the importance of combining political reform and regulatory restructuring with systematically empowering people to demand public accountability in order to break a culture of secrecy in which corruption can persist. Additionally, it pointed out a disregard of political and cultural factors as a general weakness in previous World Bank and donor approaches to anticorruption.

The country case studies showed that anticorruption measures were often proposed by the Bank “without considerations of the political economy and strategies to win the support of a critical mass of key leaders who would be able to overcome the inevitable opposition of vested interests.” They also
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provided reminders of the wide range of factors that drive governance reforms and urged the Bank to do more to understand corruption in each particular country context.

The working paper also expressed understanding of the difficulties faced by aid organizations. It observed that they need to work with governments in countries where corruption is often prevalent. At the same time, they are pressed to reduce corruption and also disburse funds provided for the benefit of the poor.83

More recent thinking by the World Bank captures the ongoing learning about effective development cooperation discussed earlier in Chapter 1. This is evident in a “Spotlight” on the subject of corruption in the 2017 World Development Report. The Spotlight makes several points around which a broad consensus has come to exist: that countries are on a continuum of governance between systems where decisions are based on personal status (such as family, religion, or political party membership) and those where decisions are based on impersonal criteria, impartially applied; that progress against entrenched corruption does not follow a predictable path; that continual adaptive interventions are needed; and that strategies need to align with the interests of key stakeholders and coalitions in order to change incentives and enhance contestability.84

Within an overarching theme of “Toward 2030: Investing in Growth, Resilience and Opportunity,” the International Development Association (IDA) replenishment for 2017-2020 (IDA-18) includes five special themes, one of which is “Governance and Institutions.” The final report of World Bank Executive Directors explained the reason for this special theme with the observation that “good governance and strong and accountable institutions are crucial for poverty reduction, fighting corruption, and development effectiveness in IDA countries.”85

A related staff report pointed out the increased popular distrust in government institutions and a vicious circle in which poor government performance “reinforces low trust in the state, with citizens no longer having much confidence in the ability of government…..”

The staff report noted that IDA countries, the world’s poorest and most vulnerable states, “face a range of issues that are deeply rooted in historic and systemic institutional inefficiencies” and recalled the shift in the World Bank approach to these issues, from the treatment of technocratic challenges to the “now broadly accepted recognition that at least as important as the policies and resources for development are the institutions within which public action is embedded – the ‘rules of the game’ and the mechanisms through which they are monitored and enforced.”

The staff report tied the IDA governance and institutions theme directly to the World Bank governance and anticorruption strategy, pointing out that reducing corruption “stands at the heart of the recently established SDGs and achieving the ambitious targets set for Financing for Development.” It identified the following as key insights:

- That institutional reform “is often a slow, non-linear, and cumulative process”;83


• That the heart of the reform process “lies in ensuring that formal institutions (i.e., the laws, procedures, regulations) and the actual behaviors of those functioning inside the public sector are mutually consistent and targeted towards delivering results”; and
• That successful reform relies on “a good understanding of the political economy realities on the ground and where client countries are able to create a conducive policy and operational environment for capacity building.”

The recent World Bank publications discussed earlier recognize that corruption needs to be addressed within the context of broader efforts to influence the prevailing culture and power asymmetries of institutions and, over time, achieve lasting societal changes in contestability, incentives, preferences, and beliefs. This politically sophisticated perspective is increasingly evident in efforts to strengthen institutional integrity.

The Network for Integrity is a new group made up of representatives of 14 countries in Africa, Asia, Europe, and Latin America, formed in 2016 with the purpose of developing and promoting “an international culture of integrity in order to strengthen the trust that citizens place in their governments and public services.” This group has organized workshops, shared national documents, and participated in events in connection with meetings of the Open Government Partnership and at the 2018 OECD integrity forum. The formation of such an eclectic group is an indication of widely shared interest in institutional integrity.

The recent World Bank publications discussed above recognize that corruption needs to be addressed within the context of broader efforts to influence the prevailing culture and power asymmetries of institutions and, over time, achieve lasting societal changes in contestability, incentives, preferences, and beliefs.

and confidence in public institutions has declined.

It is impressive that institutional integrity is now on the agenda for donors, multilateral organizations, and developing countries. Substantial compatibility is evident in the analytical work of all of these different kinds of international actors. However, this chapter also shows that opportunities exist for better coordination and greater coherence among international efforts. These opportunities include the potential for interaction between anticorruption treaty review mechanisms and the measurement of progress toward the SDGs. In addition, those review mechanisms could benefit from closer attention to the growing body of work under the major OECD public integrity initiative as well as from enhanced opportunities for public participation.

The following chapter examines the experience of one implementing partner of development
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87 See the Network for Integrity website at http://www.networkforintegrity.org. The members are Armenia, Cote d’Ivoire, Croatia, France, Georgia, Greece, Latvia, Mexico, Moldova, Peru, Republic of Korea, Romania, Senegal, and Ukraine.
cooperation programs, Tetra Tech DPK, which has collaborated with local actors to gain an understanding of institutional integrity concepts and principles and their application in particular contexts.
Tetra Tech DPK was founded in 1992 by two experienced managers of state and federal courts in the United States. The founders also had substantial international experience with efforts to reform and strengthen public institutions in the justice sector.

The firm’s initial decade of growing practice in this field exposed it to a recurring pattern of normative, organizational, technical, and procedural reforms that too often had limited or only ephemeral impacts. It became clear that improved rules, organizational structures, infrastructure, and management systems and practices were not sufficient in themselves to produce transformative and lasting change. Their experience persuaded them that corresponding changes in the culture, incentives, attitudes, values, preferences, and beliefs of leaders, staffs, and other stakeholders were needed in order to achieve sustainable reform.

This realization, which has similarly influenced many scholars and practitioners, as discussed in the preceding chapters of this report, led Tetra Tech DPK to engage their counterparts in developing countries in discussions about a collaborative approach with bold aspirations of transformational reform. The central feature of this approach was a broad notion of institutional integrity that embraced both capability and commitment as building blocks of consistently high-quality and trustworthy performance.

The introduction of this concept has been iterative and experiential. In each case, it has begun with broadly inclusive conversations about institutional goals and strategies for achieving them. Tetra Tech DPK has supported self-assessments by public institutions of present conditions such as the organization’s culture, its systems and processes, the quality of its performance, and external perceptions of the organization. Sometimes, the internal deliberations have been accompanied by learning visits to organizations (often in other countries) that have internalized a strong sense of integrity in their policies and operations.

Organizations interested in operationalizing institutional integrity have formed inclusive teams and structures for collaborative design, development, implementation, and monitoring of performance. The Tetra Tech DPK role has remained facilitative and supportive throughout. Operational responsibility and decision-making authority are left in the hands of those who know best their organizations and the political, economic, and social context in which they operate. The approach has been flexible, responsive to local context, and adaptable to changing needs and opportunities.

As it gained experience, Tetra Tech DPK found that certain interrelated components are integral to the concept of institutional integrity. There are variations, depending upon how particular organizations and countries decide they wish to proceed. However, four principal recurring factors (captured in Figure 1) have constituted an organizing framework for shaping collaborative institutional integrity initiatives:
1. Norms and public policies that define the purposes of the organization.

2. A clearly defined organizational culture that shows how human capital is user-oriented and its performance is based on ethical principles.

3. Transparency, efficiency, and effectiveness in the management of the organization’s substantive processes as well as its administrative, financial, and audit functions.

4. A system of consequences that recognizes the merits of those who make up the institution, expressed through a system of promotion, advancement, and recognition, or, when appropriate, by application of the disciplinary system.

Practice has evolved in stages as experience has been gained and lessons have been learned. Each of these stages has developed in ways that find support in respected studies of effective institutional strengthening.

In the initial phase, efforts were concentrated on the challenging process of making the pursuit of institutional integrity operational. This phase established the collaborative and participatory methodology for the design, development, and implementation of a locally owned, evidence-based program. Each organization conducted a diagnostic study to identify priorities and then developed and implemented a work program to improve its integrity with attention to each of the four components enumerated above.88

The second phase concerned monitoring and evaluating the progress being achieved in work plan implementation, with respect to the specific priorities that the organization had included in its program. Each participating organization selected specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, and time-bound (SMART) indicators for each priority aspect of its work program, and a discipline for measuring progress with respect to the indicators. This stage of development added a capability to collect performance data in a systematic way and to use those data to assess progress. Monitoring progress in this manner has a long history and a substantial literature. Examples include the International Framework for Court Excellence, the Hausmann, Rodrik, Velasco Growth Diagnostics approach, the International IDEA State of Democracy Assessment, the UNDP User’s Guide to Measuring Local Governance, and the World Trade Organization trade Facilitation Agreement Self-Assessment Guide.

---

manner enables performance to be measured. This measurement facilitates adaptation of the work plan to changing circumstances. Internal monitoring institutionalizes continuous improvement in pursuit of institutional integrity. External evaluation provides an incentive for the organization’s operators and provides an additional perspective to help identify needs for course correction and to inform future efforts.89

The third phase of development has been the element of certification and periodic recertification. This feature, as achieved in Mexico, provides an authoritative determination that the organization is one of integrity. Because sustaining institutional integrity is a continuing challenge, the system has added a recertification process. This process invites an organization to reexamine its situation at prescribed intervals (usually every two to three years). In effect, this phase is a formalized system for repeated evaluation and an incentive for continuous improvement.

Each recertification involves a current review of how the organization is performing with respect to the four components of institutional integrity described earlier (norms and public policies; organizational culture; transparent, efficient, and effective management; and a system of consequences). From this reexamination, the organization can identify new priorities and launch an appropriate follow-on program to help it sustain its commitment to excellent performance and ethical values. A requirement for recertification institutionalizes a virtuous circle of assessment, work program design and implementation, monitoring and evaluation, and recurring examination.

The three phases in the development of institutional integrity, as identified in Tetra Tech DPK’s experience to date, are summarized in Figure 2 below.

---


---
The Inter-American Convention against Corruption (IACAC) has less of an explicit focus on institutional integrity than UNCAC. However, the IACAC review mechanism appears to be more forthcoming on civil society participation. The African Union Convention on Preventing and Combating Corruption expressly obliges the parties to “ensure and provide for the participation of civil society in the monitoring process and consult civil society in the implementation of this Convention.”

As discussed in Chapter 3, it would seem desirable to strengthen reviews under the anticorruption treaties by including greater attention to international support for institutional integrity. Expanded opportunities for stakeholder input could be an important part of strengthening the review process. Examples of civil society participation in other treaty reviews are provided by the shadow reports in UN reviews of CEDAW compliance and the stakeholder submissions in UN universal periodic reviews of countries' fulfilment of their human rights obligations and commitments.

The institutional integrity approach considers integrity to be an essential part of an effective organization, reflected in the behavior and beliefs of its leaders and members at all levels and in the expectations of its stakeholders. This approach to reform is not an exercise in wishful thinking. It fosters disciplined management that rewards merit and sanctions unethical behavior.

The pursuit of institutional integrity is driven by local commitment to address important local problems in practical ways. Focusing on the strengths rather than the weaknesses of all concerned, institutional integrity appeals to the best qualities of each individual while pursuing transformational change at both organizational and individual levels. It reinforces behavioral change with the benefits of increased productivity, pride in accomplishment, increased transparency, and resulting public trust and approval.

The following discussion recounts the evolution of one firm's growing understanding and appreciation of the institutional integrity approach in a variety of country situations, initially in the justice sector and later in a broader range of governance functions. These experiences offer ideas on how this evolving approach can be introduced in public administration as a sustainable way to help improve the quality of governance, combat corruption, and increase the effectiveness of international cooperation.

Dominican Republic

The Dominican Republic initiated major judicial reforms in the mid-1990s with the enactment of a judicial career law, the creation of a National Council of the Judiciary (Consejo Nacional de la Magistratura), and the opening of the National Judicial School (Escuela Nacional de la Judicatura). Additional


measures, continuing into the 21st century, included the adoption of an accusatory criminal procedure code, the creation of a National Public Defender Service (Oficina Nacional de la Defensa Pública), and new organic laws for the prosecution function of the Public Ministry (Procuraduría General de la República) and the National Police (Policía Nacional).

The breadth and complexity of these reforms placed a premium on interinstitutional coordination. In 2006, leaders of the Supreme Court, Public Ministry, Public Defender Service, and the National Police entered into a framework agreement that linked their organizations to a case tracking system in order to facilitate information sharing and scheduling. In addition, they created a bureau of interinstitutional coordination for each judicial district.

Consultations among the concerned organizations, facilitated by USAID and Tetra Tech DPK, identified as a significant risk the lack of commitment and integrity on the part of justice system personnel. This was a particular concern of Supreme Court President Jorge Subero Isa, who pointed out that a decade of normative, organizational, technical, and procedural reforms had not transformed the attitudes and behavior of the operators or the expectations of stakeholders of the Dominican judicial system.94

The Judicial Power, Public Ministry, and Public Defender Service all expressed the desire to build an institutional culture based on integrity, professional ethics, and the commitment to provide efficient, effective, and impartial service. The leaders of these organizations made clear their commitment to this undertaking and engaged the full range of their units and personnel in diagnostic studies of their culture, productivity and effectiveness, how they were perceived by the public, and how they could transform their respective organizations into what they wanted them to be. The National Police did not find the necessary readiness in their organization to participate in this intensive and ambitious undertaking.

Highly participatory diagnostic studies of the three participating organizations, supported by Tetra Tech DPK, produced conceptual designs from which each entity was able to organize, plan, and carry out a work program grounded in institutional integrity. Each work program addressed the four components enumerated above: norms and policies; organizational culture; transparent, efficient, and effective management; and a system of consequences.

These issues were the subject of wide-ranging deliberations and planning organized by multidisciplinary teams. The deliberations included outreach to internal collaborators, other state institutions, users of the institution’s services, and the community in general. The resulting work programs made provision for launching the agreed actions, implementing the work program, and disseminating information about the program internally and externally.

By the end of the initial USAID contract with Tetra Tech DPK in 2008, the three participating Dominican organizations had adopted institutional integrity as a guiding principle for judicial reform. They developed ethical codes, updated their disciplinary systems, reorganized their human resource and financial management systems, and disseminated their respective institutional integrity plans throughout

---

94 The failure of the country’s three largest banks in 2003 and the resulting political scandal and economic crisis were a significant part of the background that made attention to these issues a priority for reformers. See the summary description in the latinnews.com archive at https://www.latinnews.com/component/k2/item/10025-baninter-collapse-punctures-economic-growth.html.
An especially important achievement was the introduction of a new emphasis on integrity in the curricula of the training schools for the judiciary and the Public Ministry.

Implementation of the institutional integrity system continued with support from USAID under a contract with Tetra Tech DPK from 2008-2012. The focus was on technical and management capabilities of justice sector institutions, mechanisms for internal and external supervision of reforms, ensuring independence and impartiality, and improving management and operations. A Supreme Court resolution in 2009 approved the framework, and an interagency implementation staff was subsequently established.

In 2010, the judiciary’s implementation of the institutional integrity approach received international recognition. The Innovare Institute in Rio de Janeiro conferred its prestigious O Globo Innovare International Award on the Judicial Power in the Dominican Republic. This award was based on the improved management practices of the criminal court in the province of La Vega. It commended that court for “a practice that is working in the country and modernizing and increasing the quality of the service provided by the local justice system.” It was based on an evaluation by leaders of Brazil’s legal community of nominated practices in countries that participate in the Ibero-American Judicial Summit. The Dominican Judicial Power, understandably, was proud to publicize this award.95

This initial experience had a continuing influence on the participating organizations and also influenced future national policy. The Public Defender Service was able to complete its work program to fully operationalize the institutional integrity system. Unfortunately, a constitutional change adopted in 2010 was seen as impeding the independence of the judiciary96 and a severe budget reduction impaired the capacity of the Public Ministry to complete the program.

Experience in the Dominican Republic demonstrated the vulnerability of reforms that seek to strengthen institutional integrity only in a few organizations in the public sector. The participating Dominican organizations confronted broadly imbedded societal forces, power asymmetries, and political settlements that were resistant to reform. Those forces limited the impact of efforts in the Public Ministry and also in the judiciary. However, the principle of institutional integrity has survived in the Public Defender Service where the system is still in full force, and also in the judiciary to a limited extent. In particular, it is still being applied by the training school for the professional preparation of judges.

The most significant legacy of the program is in the current government-wide Participatory Anticor-

---


ruption Initiative that the Dominican government has launched within the framework of the Open Government Partnership. A Presidential Decree in 2012 launched this government-wide effort and established a Directorate of Governmental Ethics and Integrity (Dirección General de Ética e Integridad Gubernamental). The directorate includes a department of governmental ethics and integrity with responsibilities for supervising a system of integrity in public institutions and coordinating and supporting the promotion of ethical behavior and integrity in public administration.

In summary, it appears that the concept of institutional integrity has been accepted in the Dominican Republic, but the practice among institutions remains uneven. It is encouraging that, in 2017, President Danilo Medina directed all government agencies to maintain commissions of public ethics and to work with the Directorate of Public Ethics and Integrity.

As Dominican efforts to build a culture of integrity continue, the country’s relative ranking on the World Bank’s worldwide governance indicator for rule of law has improved (from the 34th percentile in 2006 to the 45th in 2016), but its ranking on the corruption indicator has declined (from the 28th to the 23rd percentile). The World Justice Project’s 2017-2018 Rule of Law Index ranked the Dominican Republic overall at 90 of 113 countries reviewed and, with respect to absence of corruption, it ranked 91 of 113.

Peru

Corruption has long been a major challenge in Peru. In recent times the country has undertaken a series of anticorruption initiatives. In 2000, immediately after the collapse of the government of Alberto Fujimori, the interim Paniagua government adopted new legal norms and created specialized prosecutors and courts to recover stolen assets. It also launched a national dialogue with public, private sector, and civil society participation. The succeeding Toledo and Garcia governments launched their own anticorruption initiatives, often in the aftermath of public scandals.

Peru established the High-Level Anticorruption Commission (Comisión de Alto Nivel Anticorrupción) in 2010 to coordinate public and private efforts and to help harmonize anticorruption policies at national and subnational levels. That Commission obtained a new legislative charter in 2013 and remains a central actor. It is supported by regional anticorruption commissions (numbering 25 in 2018).

The Humala government adopted a national anticorruption plan in 2013 with five elements:

1. Inter-institutional coordination in the fight against corruption;
2. Effective prevention of corruption;
3. Timely and effective investigation and sanctioning of corruption in the administrative and judicial fields;
4. Promotion and articulation of the active participation of citizens, civil society, and the business community in the fight against corruption; and
5. Placement of Peru on the international scene of the fight against corruption.\(^\text{104}\)

The 2013 plan appears to be an example of the traditional compliance strategy discussed above in Chapters 2 and 3. As in other cases, such a strategy did not provide an adequate basis for transformational reform in Peru.\(^\text{105}\)

Against Peru’s volatile background of multiple anticorruption policies and plans, USAID initiated a program in 2013 to promote integrity in the justice system. Tetra Tech DPK implemented this program, drawing on its experience in the Dominican Republic as well as its familiarity with rule-of-law issues in Peru. The “Pro-Integridad” program had three main objectives:

- Increasing the judicial system’s capacity to resolve corruption cases;
- Promoting institutional integrity in the justice sector; and
- Strengthening the judicial system’s capacity to tackle corruption through civil society’s active commitment.

The project called for promoting institutional integrity only in the Ministry of Justice and Human Rights and in the Public Ministry. The USAID contract did not involve this approach in work with the judiciary or with civil society.

The Ministry of Justice and Human Rights, with Tetra Tech DPK support, undertook a self-assessment of its organization that identified six aspects of institutional integrity as priorities:

- Organizational culture;
- Public perceptions of the Ministry;
- Productivity;
- Human resource management;
- Rules on ethics and combating corruption; and
- Managing public information.

The Ministry included the institutional integrity concept in its anticorruption plan and established a coordinating committee to guide implementation. Activities proceeded on the basis of broad participation and collaboration similar to the approach followed in the Dominican Republic. Efforts included the development of an ethical code, the preparation of training guides on institutional integrity, the


\(^{105}\) See Table 1 in Chapter 2.
introduction of recurring weekly workshops on ethics and integrity, and training on public ethics.\textsuperscript{106}

The weekly workshops, in particular, were well received throughout the Ministry. Initially begun with facilitative assistance from Tetra Tech DPK, they continued without further support. The Ministry highlighted these “Ethics and Integrity Thursdays” (“Jueves de Ética e Integridad”) in a 2015 Peruvian government response to a questionnaire from the Mechanism for Follow Up on the Implementation of the Inter-American Convention against Corruption (MESICIC).

The Peruvian report (which was submitted to MESICIC through the Peru’s High-Level Anticorruption Commission) described these workshops as being within the framework of an institutional integrity model to contribute to a culture of confidence and integrity, and noted the support of USAID.\textsuperscript{107} MESICIC took note of these references to ethics and institutional integrity in its final report on Peru, published in 2016.\textsuperscript{108}

The Public Ministry also undertook a self-assessment. This one addressed eight priorities:

- Organizational culture;
- Public perceptions of the Public Ministry;
- Productivity;
- Human resource management;
- Rules on ethics and combating corruption;
- Public policies and practices;
- Managing public information and transparency; and
- Civil society participation in oversight of the Public Ministry.

On the basis of this assessment, the Public Ministry produced an implementation plan and a training plan.

It was expected that work would continue in these two organizations after the project ended in 2016. However, a change in the organizations’ leadership brought further efforts to a halt.

Evaluations of Pro-Integridad in both the Public Ministry and the Ministry of Justice were conducted in late 2015. The evaluation reports concluded that some progress had been made, but that neither organization had completed its work program to achieve the status of an institution of integrity. The Public Ministry’s 2016 Ethical Code and Norms of Conduct


\textsuperscript{107} MESICIC, Respuesta del Peru al cuestionario en relación con el seguimiento de la implementación de las recomendaciones formuladas y las disposiciones analizadas en la segunda ronda, así como con respecto a las disposiciones de la convención seleccionadas para la quinta ronda (Washington, DC: MESICIC, March 26, 2015), 76, http://www.oas.org/juridico/PDFs/mesicic5_per_resp.pdf.

document makes no explicit mention of institutional integrity.\textsuperscript{109}

Pro-Integridad’s impact was constrained by the project’s limited scope. It reached only two organizations in the justice system and did not include either the influential judiciary or the National Judicial Council (Consejo Nacional de la Magistratura). The latter entity has power over the selection, evaluation, and discipline of judges and prosecutors and would be highly relevant to efforts to establish a system of consequences that would reward or sanction the behavior of public officials and employees in the justice sector.

Nevertheless, by introducing institutional integrity in a highly focused way, the Pro-Integridad project helped to advance the readiness of the affected Peruvian institutions to apply this concept. It also increased familiarity with principles that were incorporated in a subsequent reform initiative. The influence of this limited exposure to the institutional integrity approach was demonstrated by the references to it in the reports discussed earlier by the High-Level Commission to MESICIC.

The Kuczynski government established a Presidential Commission on Integrity in 2016. The Commission’s report recommended a number of measures of the type associated with the traditional compliance strategy for combating corruption. However, it also included recommendations for creating a system of integrity in the executive branch of government and promotion of a culture of integrity in the wider society.\textsuperscript{110}

Also in 2016, the OECD conducted an integrity review of Peru that identified a number of issues and made recommendations for a coherent and comprehensive public integrity system, including a single policy framework to cultivate a culture of integrity and mechanisms to strengthen accountability. The OECD report was presented at a major public forum in Lima in October 2016. The report’s specific recommendations addressed the following priorities:

- Promoting a coordinated and integrated integrity system;
- Strengthening ethics and conflict of interest management in the public sector;
- Implementing protection for those who report violations of integrity standards;
- Guaranteeing effective internal controls and risk management;
- Improving the framework for political financing;
- Establishing measures to ensure the integrity and transparency of lobbying;
- Simplifying and strengthening the disciplinary system for public employees; and
- Improving the capacity of the criminal justice system to ensure compliance.\textsuperscript{111}

The introduction of the institutional integrity approach in the Ministry of Justice and Human Rights, the 2016 report of the Presidential Committee, and the OECD integrity review all provided background for a new national policy on integrity and the fight against corruption, which the government adopted


\textsuperscript{110} Informe de la Comisión Presidencial de Integridad: Detener la corrupción, la gran batalla de este tiempo (Lima: 2016), https://www.proetica.org.pe/noticias/informe-de-la-comision-presidencial-de-integridad-detener-la-corrupcion-la-gran-batalla-de-este-tiempo.

in September 2017.

Following the resignation of President Kuczynski in March 2018 in the face of allegations related to the Odebrecht scandal, the succeeding Vizcarra government followed up with a national plan for implementing the recently adopted national policy. This plan provided for the restructuring of the general directorate of the High-Level Anticorruption Commission into a Secretariat of Public Integrity (La Secretaría de Integridad Pública). It included a number of references to institutional integrity.\(^{112}\)

The national integrity plan included reference to improving selection and advancement processes for the Judicial Power and Public Ministry, but did not single out the judicial system for special attention. This omission became a priority in July 2018 after shocking revelations of “corruption, influence peddling, and the existence of organized networks inside the judicial system.”\(^{113}\) This scandal led to dismissals of the Justice Minister, a number of senior judges and prosecutors, and all members of the National Judicial Council. The revelations were the cause of significant public demonstrations as well.

President Vizcarra appointed a high-level Commission on Reform of the Judicial System (Comisión de Reforma del Sistema de Justicia), headed by respected career diplomat Allan Wagner, with a mandate to provide recommendations on urgent reforms.\(^{114}\) The Commission’s report of July 25, 2018 included 10 recommendations for constitutional and other legal reforms, changes in selection procedures, new ethical requirements, and the creation of a new council for reform of the justice system.\(^{115}\) Some of these recommendations have generated political controversy.\(^{116}\)

Integrity and the fight against corruption, judicial reform, and political reform were the predominant themes in President Vizcarra’s message to the nation on July 28, 2018, the anniversary of Peru’s independence. He recommended four amendments to the constitution and a number of new laws, including one to create a national authority of integrity and control in the judiciary and the Public Ministry. He also called attention to the launch of a “model of public integrity” in the executive branch of government.\(^{117}\) A subsequent public demand for congressional action has produced legislative approval of

---


\(^{117}\) See Mensaje a la nación del Presidente Martín Vizcarra Cornejo, 28 de julio de 2018, https://www.presidencia.gob.pe/noticias/6476. See also proposed constitutional reforms transmitted to the Congress on August 8, 2018 at https://www.presidencia.gob.pe/docs/informes/PROYECTO LEY REFORMA CONSTITUCIONAL.pdf.
the President’s reform agenda for a public constitutional referendum.\textsuperscript{118}

The challenge for Peru will be to avoid having this reform effort fall into the pattern of previous responses to particular scandals that focused “primarily on institutional configurations or regulatory frameworks, rather than the promotion of a pro-integrity mind-set amongst public officials.” This time, it will be essential to address the “implementation deficit” and the “issues of culture and leadership in promoting appropriate models of integrity.”\textsuperscript{119}

Peru’s relative ranking on the World Bank’s worldwide governance indicator for rule of law has improved modestly (from the 28\textsuperscript{th} percentile in 2006 to 34\textsuperscript{th} in 2016) while the country’s ranking on the corruption indicator has declined (from the 51\textsuperscript{st} percentile in 2006 to the 43\textsuperscript{rd} in 2016. The World Justice Project’s 2017-2018 Rule of Law Index ranks the Peru overall at 60\textsuperscript{th} of 113 countries reviewed and, with respect to absence of corruption, 89\textsuperscript{th} of 113.

Mexico

The Mexican public has identified the related issues of corruption and violent crime as their top concerns in recent years.\textsuperscript{120} These concerns became the leading issues in the July 2018 elections in which an anticorruption reform movement overwhelmed the traditional political establishment.

In 2016, Mexico adopted a comprehensive national anticorruption system, which entered into force in 2017. It provides for a national coordination committee to develop national policies and monitor progress, an executive secretariat and an executive commission to provide technical support, and a citizen participation committee as a channel for inputs from civil society. Local systems at the state level are to mirror the national system.\textsuperscript{121}

It is noteworthy that the legislation expressly calls for policies of integrity in both the public and


\textsuperscript{119} The quoted references are to Heywood, et al, Integrity and Integrity Management in Public Life, 3. This study is discussed above in Chapter 2. The Consultative Committee appeared to acknowledge this need in the closing paragraphs of its report, which call for educational measures for the preparation and ethical values of public officials, a collective culture of honesty and service to the community, and an administration of justice that is recognized by citizens as a dignifying profession.

\textsuperscript{120} See “Growing sense that corruption is a major problem” in Vice, Margaret, and Hanyu Chwe, Mexican Views of the U.S. Turn Sharply Negative (Pew Research Center: 2017), 13-14, http://www.pewglobal.org/2017/09/14/mexicans-are-downbeat-about-their-countrys-direction.

private sectors. Published explanations of the system describe it as intended to promote a system of integrity, not just to diminish corruption. For example, the general law on administrative responsibilities calls on heads of government agencies to establish “programs of integrity” to ensure the development of an ethical culture in their organizations. The law specifies elements to be included in such programs.\footnote{Ley General de Responsabilidades Administrativas, Artículos 21 y 25.}

Also in 2016, Mexico completed a transformational reform of its criminal justice system, based on an accusatory model.\footnote{See Gomez González, coordinadora, Reforma Penal 2008-2016: El Sistema Penal Acusatorio en México, (Ciudad de México: INACIPE, 2016), http://www.inacipe.gob.mx/stories/publicaciones/novedades/ReformaPenal2008-2016.pdf.} A particular feature of the new system was its heightened attention to gender-based violence, including through the establishment of a special prosecutor for violence against women and human trafficking (Fiscalía Especial para los Delitos de Violencia Contra las Mujeres y Trata de Personas).\footnote{See the website of the special prosecutor: Fiscalía Especial para los Delitos de Violencia Contra las Mujeres y Trata de Personas, https://www.gob.mx/pgr/acciones-y-programas/fiscalia-especial-para-los-delitos-de-violencia-contra-las-mujeres-y-trata-de-personas.} The Executive Secretariat of the National System for Public Security is overseeing the implementation of the reform and coordinating among concerned organizations at the national and state levels of government.\footnote{See the website of the Secretariat at http://secretariadoejecutivo.gob.mx/index.php.}

This reform elevated the significance of the National Commission to Prevent and Eradicate Violence against Women (Comisión Nacional para Prevenir y Erradicar la Violencia contra las Mujeres [CONAVIM]) as well as the network of Women’s Justice Centers that had been established throughout the country since 2010.

This network was initiated after the Inter-American Court of Human Rights had delivered its historic judgment in the “Cotton Field Case.” In that case, the court decided that the Mexican Government had violated the human rights of women who had been murdered near the city of Juarez. It ordered the Government to proceed with investigation and prosecution of all related criminal offenses, to acknowledge its responsibility publicly, to pay compensation, to provide health care to named individuals, to provide education for public officials on human rights and gender, and to take a number of other actions to acknowledge its responsibility, make restitution, and establish safeguards against gender-based violence.\footnote{Inter-American Court of Human Rights, Case of González et al. (“Cotton Field”) v. Mexico, Judgment of November 16, 2009, http://www.corteidh.or.cr/docs/casos/articulos/seriec_205_ing.pdf. See ELLA, The Cotton Field Case in Mexico: Setting Legal Precedents for Fighting Gender-Based Violence (Lima: ELLA Network, 2013), https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/media/57a08a0be5274a31e00003c2/130810_GOV_GenVio_BRIEF2.pdf.}

There are now 42 Women’s Justice Centers throughout Mexico. Three more are in the planning stage and 13 are under construction. The centers bring together a broad range of government agencies and civil society organizations to assist victims of gender-based violence with legal advice, counseling, job training, and other services.\footnote{See the Commission’s website at https://www.gob.mx/conavim#acciones. See also Sierra Pacheco, María, Centros de Justicia para las Mujeres: Espacios para la atención integral y holística de las mujeres que viven violencia (Ciudad de México: INACIPE, 2014); EQUIS, Centros de Justicia para las Mujeres (CEJUM): Informe sobre el estado de la política a nivel nacional (Ciudad de México: EQUIS, 2017), http://equis.org.mx/project/informe-sobre-los-centros-de-justicia-para-las-mujeres.} While the centers are under the guidance of CONAVIM, they are established under the laws of the states where they are located. Federal grants to the centers, primarily for infrastructure costs, are channeled through CONAVIM.

Managing a center means managing relationships with literally dozens of federal, state, and municipal
government entities and civil society organizations in responding to many diverse needs. Victims rely on the centers for survival, recovery, and support in building stable and productive lives. In such a complex organization with such a sensitive mission, a system of institutional integrity has been an important tool for achieving sustainable success based on shared interests and values.\textsuperscript{128}

USAID has supported Mexico’s ongoing justice system reform for a number of years.\textsuperscript{129} In 2014, USAID contracted with Tetra Tech DPK under the PROJUST program to support increased public support for the National Criminal Justice System, increased access to justice, and improved victims’ assistance. A principal activity under this contract has been support for CONAVIM and the Women’s Justice Centers.

In 2015, Tetra Tech DPK worked closely with CONAVIM to introduce an institutional integrity system to Women’s Justice Centers as a way to strengthen their efficiency, effectiveness, transparency, and overall quality of performance. Beginning with centers in the states of Coahuila, Hidalgo, and Jalisco, Tetra Tech DPK facilitated a series of broadly participatory working sessions to review the four components of institutional integrity (Figure 1, described earlier).

The shared understanding that was gained in this dialogue prepared the way for the centers to identify the priority aspects of institutional integrity to be assessed and to formulate indicators of measurement. The centers then proceeded, with Tetra Tech DPK support, to develop action plans, tools, and procedures to help them achieve higher levels of institutional integrity. The process helped to build mutual trust within an organizational structure that requires collaboration by many participating entities. As a specific example, the Women’s Justice Center for the State of Hidalgo is working on 10 aspects of the four components, as summarized in Table 2.

The positive outcomes of these initial efforts persuaded CONAVIM to designate the Institutional Integrity System as the official tool for certification of the centers throughout the nation. In December 2017, the National Council for Public Security ratified this designation at its annual public meeting, making the Institutional Integrity System a national policy for the centers.\textsuperscript{130}

\textsuperscript{128} The Women’s Justice Centers are truly complex organizations with many participating public and private organizations and multiple decision points. The centers have maintained successful collaborative management with practices that are consistent with Elinor Ostrom’s Nobel Prize-winning ideas about shared knowledge, communication, incentives for collaboration and trust, clearly defined boundaries, and conflict resolution mechanisms. See Ostrom, Elinor, \textit{Understanding Institutional Diversity} (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2005).


\textsuperscript{130} A video of the National Council’s 43rd Session on December 21, 2017, is available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sf-fuv9c8ZU.
Table 2 – Action Plan for Women’s Justice Center, Hidalgo

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components</th>
<th>Aspects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Norms and Public Policies</td>
<td>• Norms for access to justice, intervention by victim, and women’s empowerment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Norms for integrity and ethics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Culture</td>
<td>• Culture and ethical leadership.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transparent, Efficient, &amp;</td>
<td>• Operational management system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective Management</td>
<td>• Human capital management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Administrative and financial management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Public information management, transparency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Evaluation system and public perception.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System of Consequences</td>
<td>• System for participation by civil society, private sector.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Consequences, merit and discipline</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Mexican Government called attention to the application of the institutional integrity system in the Women’s Justice Centers in a July 2018 report relating to its IX Periodic Report to CEDAW. The report highlighted the government’s reliance on the certification of the centers as a way to contribute to their functional efficiency and an organizational culture based on ethical performance.\(^{131}\)

In 2017, the OECD undertook an integrity review of Mexico, intended to support implementation of the new National Anticorruption System and support the Mexican Government’s efforts to translate the letter of the law “into extensive institutional, behavioral, and cultural change.”

The OECD made findings and recommendations in five areas:

- Fostering a comprehensive and coherent integrity system;
- Cultivating a culture of integrity by instilling integrity values and managing conflicts of interest;
- Protecting whistleblowers by ensuring secure channels and protections for reporting corruption;
- Ensuring a sound internal control and risk-management framework; and
- Enforcing integrity by ensuring an effective administrative disciplinary regime for public officials.\(^{132}\)

The report also included a section on public procurement in Mexico, an area of special attention for the OECD.\(^{133}\)

On the basis of this report, the OECD and Mexico’s Ministry of Public Administration (Secretaría de Función Pública) have agreed on an action plan for collaboration on four central themes:

- strengthening institutional arrangements for coherence and effective cooperation;

---

\(^{131}\) Sustentación del IX Informe Periódico de México ante el Comité para la Eliminación de todas las Formas de Discriminación contra la Mujer (CEDAW), 2018, https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/Treaties/CEDAW/Shared%20Documents/MEX/INT_CEDAW_AIS_MEX_31730_S.pdf


\(^{133}\) The OECD public procurement toolbox includes links to the 2015 OECD Recommendation on Public Procurement and the extensive set of OECD public procurement reports. See the website at http://www.oecd.org/governance/procurement/toolbox.
• cultivating a culture of integrity in the public sector and society;
• strengthening the public sector’s lines of defense against corruption; and
• enforcing the integrity framework for deterrence and greater trust in government.

Tetra Tech DPK’s work with the Women’s Justice Centers, under its contract with USAID, has firmly established the institutional integrity approach as the Mexican government-approved management system for the centers. The centers appreciate this approach and they are implementing it in a manner that indicates genuine commitment and belief in its value.¹³⁴

The spread of this success in strengthening institutional integrity to other public sector organizations in Mexico at the state or federal level would be consistent with the OECD recommendation and the agreed OECD-Ministry of Public Administration action plan. It remains to be seen whether this will occur.

Mexico’s relative ranking on the World Bank’s worldwide governance indicator for rule of law has declined significantly (from the 42nd percentile in 2006 to the 33rd in 2016) while the country’s ranking on the corruption indicator has declined even more (from the 47th percentile in 2006 to the 23rd in 2016. The World Justice Project’s 2017-2018 Rule of Law Index ranks Mexico overall at 92nd of 113 countries reviewed and, with respect to absence of corruption, 102nd of 113.

El Salvador

Corruption has been a major public concern in El Salvador. The country’s last three presidents have been implicated in major embezzlements of public funds. President Flores (1999-2004) died while awaiting trial; President Saca (2004-2009), who was formally charged with embezzlement, entered a guilty plea in August 2018; President Funes (2009-2014) fled to Nicaragua in 2016 and received political asylum while under investigation. This concern has prompted a wide-ranging response on the part of the government and civil society and has also received international attention.¹³⁵

El Salvador has been a member of the Open Government Partnership since 2011.¹³⁶ In recent years, the country has enacted a number of reforms to increase transparency, improve governance, and strengthen ethical performance in public service, including:

• A law expanding access to public information, broadly implemented through the establishment of a national institute and public information offices in national and municipal government organiza-

¹³⁴ See Mir Cervantes, Claudia, and Alonso Veraza López, Documentación de la Experiencia en la Implementación de los Centros de Justicia para las Mujeres: Un Estudio de Caso, Inter-American Development Bank (Washington, DC: IDB, 2018), https://publications.iadb.org/bitstream/handle/11319/8913/Documentacion-de-la-experiencia-en-la-implementacion-de-los-Centros-de-Justicia-para-las-Mujeres.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y, for a positive study of the centers, with a focus on the Hidalgo Center. See also Tetra Tech DPK, Sistema de Integridad Institucional: Informe de resultados - Diagnóstico en los Centros de Justicia para las Mujeres (Mexico City: Tt DPK, 2018) for a report on progress toward institutional integrity in the various centers as of mid-year 2018.


A law on government ethics implemented with oversight by a national commission and an ethics tribunal;\(^\text{138}\) and

New laws on municipal governance, including a chapter on transparency and provision for a career administrative service at the municipal level.\(^\text{139}\)

In 2016, USAID contracted with Tetra Tech DPK to implement a project on government integrity in El Salvador. A principal objective was to help strengthen governmental transparency, accountability, and professional standards. Elements of this objective included support for strengthening the capacities of Salvadoran regulatory agencies with respect to transparency and ethics; increasing central government transparency; and enhancing transparency and professionalism at the municipal level. The principal instrument for achieving progress in those three areas was the introduction of institutional integrity.

The scope of the national effort to build institutional integrity in El Salvador is much broader than in the Dominican Republic, Peru, or Mexico. Here, the challenge is to introduce and support the implementation of the concept in many very different kinds of organizations.

The involved regulatory agencies are the Institute for Access to Public Information (Instituto de Acceso a la Información Pública) and the Ethics Tribunal (Tribunal de Ética Gubernamental). The involved central government agencies are the Ministry of Education (Ministerio de Educación), Ministry of Public Works (Ministerio de Obras Públicas), and the Public Defender Organization (Procuraduría General). USAID hopes to include two additional central government agencies. With respect to municipalities, 16 municipalities in various locations are currently involved and the project’s target is to reach 30 municipalities (El Salvador has a total of 262 municipalities within its 14 departments).

Because of the number and variety of participating organizations, it has been necessary to add an additional stage to the process of creating and implementing an institutional integrity work plan. In previous applications, a diagnostic self-assessment began on the basis of the four components: norms and public policies; organizational culture; transparent, efficient, and effective management; and a system of consequences. In El Salvador, each organization was asked to address, in particular, six dimensions of integrity with respect to each of the four components. The six dimensions are transparency, prevention and suppression of corruption, public ethics, citizen participation, accountability, and public efficiency. This structure is illustrated in Figure 3.


The discipline of taking these specific dimensions into account provides more structured guidance for the assessment of an organization’s conditions and the formulation of content, targets, and indicators for its work plan. However, the basic methodology remains consistent with earlier practice.

Each self-assessment has been carried out by a broadly inclusive team within the organization. The resulting work plans are being implemented in a participatory manner and coordinated by a “circle of institutional integrity” made up of knowledgeable and respected leaders. This system has proven workable in large and diverse organizations such as the Ministry of Public Works, and in small, highly focused organizations such as the Ethics Tribunal.

The collaboratively developed work plans are producing some encouraging results. Salvadoran organizations have developed ethical codes, updated their merit-based personnel systems, established open-data web portals, and expanded training programs to include increased attention to ethics and transparency policies and practices. Monitoring of progress is built into the design through monthly reviews, quarterly presentation of results to senior leadership, and final approval of those results by the organization’s leadership within a specified period (normally one year).

For the institutional integrity approach to become a sustainable national practice, El Salvador will need to establish a system for the external evaluation of public integrity initiatives undertaken throughout the government. It will also be necessary for some national organization to have the authority and capacity to review each organization’s performance and provide (or withhold) certification of institutional integrity. Linking this process to the budget of the organization seeking certification, as is done for the Women’s Justice Centers in Mexico, would provide a strong incentive to achieve and retain certification.

The extension of the institutional integrity approach to municipalities in El Salvador has created an additional challenge. Municipal governments tend to lack access to the human and financial resources that are normally available to central government organizations. While there was enthusiasm from the...
initial communities where the model was discussed, concerns were expressed about implementing at the municipal level the complex structure that had been introduced in the central government.

The solution, which has been welcomed by the participating municipalities, was to create a simplified framework of five values (transparency, responsibility, citizen participation, public efficiency, and trustworthiness) and consider how they applied to each of five kinds of functions in municipal governance (norms and policies, organizational structure, planning and control, process and instruments, and training). This model is illustrated in Figure 4 below.

**Figure 4 – Municipal Integrity in El Salvador**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functions</th>
<th>Values of Integrity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Norms and Public Policies</td>
<td>Transparency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Structure</td>
<td><strong>Targets and indicators for each</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning and Control</td>
<td><strong>dimension to identify desired results</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processes and Instruments</td>
<td><strong>and measure progress</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each participating municipality has created a multidisciplinary and multi-party municipal integrity commission that works with the Municipal Council and civil society to assess the adequacy of performance with respect to each of the values and to develop a work plan. In some cases, the work plan has included more than five elements because some values have been found to have multiple priority aspects. For example, transparency might involve public access to information and also management of the municipal archives. Or public efficiency might include an orientation toward public service as well as strengthening the municipal administrative career system. A simple numerical system helps to identify workplan priorities and measure progress as the plan is implemented.

Most of the communities where this municipal integrity model has been implemented to date are facing serious issues of citizen security and are participating in the national program for a secure El Salvador (**El Salvador Seguro**). This program, with national funding, includes (among other components) violence prevention and job creation initiatives; increased state presence aimed at improving public spaces, expanding community policing, and increasing student retention in schools; and increased services for crime victims.

The program provides important opportunities for El Salvador’s municipalities and also creates significant responsibilities that demand enhanced capabilities and integrity. The Municipal Integrity model has provided welcome assistance to municipal governments and the participating communities have been diligent in making good use of it.

As in the case of the national organizations, an issue not yet addressed is the creation of a system for external evaluation of the implementation of municipal institutional integrity plans and the identification of a credible authority to certify the adequacy of each municipality’s performance. Even more important, the sustainability of this approach in municipal governance will depend upon a national commitment to expand its application beyond the 30 municipalities to be reached by the current US-AID-funded program to include the rest of the 262 Salvadoran municipalities.

---

El Salvador’s relative ranking on the World Bank’s worldwide governance indicator for rule of law has declined (from the 32nd percentile in 2006 to the 26th in 2016) while the country’s ranking on the corruption indicator has also declined significantly (from the 45th percentile in 2006 to the 33rd in 2016). The World Justice Project’s 2017-2018 Rule of Law Index ranks El Salvador overall at 79th of 113 countries reviewed and, with respect to absence of corruption, 76th of 113.

Looking Beyond Development Cooperation Projects

The operational impact of the national efforts described above has necessarily been constrained by the limits of the donor-financed projects in which institutional integrity approaches have been introduced. Ultimately, the sustainability of future efforts will depend upon the adoption of institutional integrity as a local norm for application beyond the organizations included in a project. Otherwise, when a donor-financed project that has included only certain specified organizations comes to an end with no consideration of applying the approach more broadly, the methodology is not likely to be extended to additional organizations thereafter.

For example, when the Mexico project ends, will the Women’s Justice Centers be able to continue to implement the institutional integrity model, even though they will be interacting with organizations that have not adopted comparable integrity practices? And in El Salvador, will the more than 200 municipalities outside of the scope of the current USAID project be able to replicate the efforts taken by the 30 pilot municipalities covered by the project to strengthen their governance?

The political economy dimension of islands of integrity is well captured by an informative 2018 U4 Help Desk note. Research cited there suggests that a public entity that has developed a strong organizational culture can remain an example of positive deviance in a difficult environment. The research also describes the characteristics of such an organizational culture in terms that capture the essence of institutional integrity:

- A management style that encourages participation, flexibility, teamwork, problem solving, and equity;
- Expectations of employees on how diligently they should work and about the expected quality of their work;
- Organizational autonomy in personnel management;
- A sense of mission to which employees are committed, including:
  - Professionalism
  - Sense of being special
  - Self confidence
  - External recognition of skills and capacities

---


• Sense of service and pride in the institution.  

It is very difficult, though, for islands of integrity to spread their own good practices throughout a wider system of public administration. Godson emphasizes the importance of popular methods to change the environment toward a culture of lawfulness through public education, visible centers of moral authority and role models, and media attention. Mungiu-Pippidi and Johnston remind us of the importance of underlying context with their assertion that, in the absence of the rule of law and judicial independence, “the rules that the anticorruption industry advocates do not work.” Other studies suggest that, over time, an organization needs to “fit” with dominant patterns in a society and that complex systems cannot permanently remain isolated from their environment.

Thus, the continued use of institutional integrity approaches in targeted projects of international cooperation can still achieve positive results. This pattern can demonstrate good practices, help to improve the performance of selected participating organizations, and plant seeds that might influence concerned governments in their broader efforts to improve public administration, combat corruption, and build a culture of legality and integrity.

However, the value of these targeted projects could be multiplied if governments that are engaged in broad reform efforts were to adopt institutional integrity as a locally owned approach to public management, looking beyond its use in projects affecting particular organizations or sectors.

CLOSING THOUGHTS ON CHAPTER 4

This chapter has shown how Tetra Tech DPK’s experience with institutional integrity has evolved through sensitive, context-appropriate approaches in a manner consistent with agreed principles of effective development cooperation. This combination of theory and practice has helped to create practical and disciplined but flexible frameworks that local actors can use and adapt to shape their own reforms.

A striking feature of TetraTech DPK’s experience has been how enthusiastically the institutional integrity concept has been received in public organizations when the leadership has been open to inclusive, participatory processes to identify and overcome impediments to effective, service-oriented organizations whose members take pride in their work, their organizational culture, and their ethical values.

Organizations that have applied the institutional integrity approach have been conscientious about conducting inclusive assessments and then creating and implementing their work plans. They have worked collaboratively, reported specific achievements, and continued to make progress toward the


144 Godson, Roy, A guide to Developing a Culture of Lawfulness.

145 Mungiu-Pippidi, Alina and Michael Johnston, editors. 2017. Transitions to Good Governance, 247. Their conclusion is consistent with the analysis by Barry Weingast that the rule of law emerges “when the society transforms from a basis in personal relations and exchanges to one based on impersonal relations and exchanges.” Therefore, Weingast argues, “the procedures, rights, and institutions of the rule of law cannot be transplanted into developing countries.” Weingast, Barry R., Why Developing Countries Prove So Resistant to the Rule of Law (Stanford, CA: Stanford University, 2009), http://jenni.uchicago.edu/WJP/Vienna_2008/Weingast_ROL_MS_2%2000_08-0519.pdf.

integrity objectives they have chosen for themselves. This pattern confirms that they have taken ownership and regard the approach as theirs rather than as an external system.

It is also impressive that the experience of public organizations with the institutional integrity approach appears to have had some influence on national anticorruption policies. This influence is evident in the Dominican Republic’s Directorate of Governmental Ethics and Integrity, in Peru’s national policy and action plan on integrity and the fight against corruption, and in Mexico’s adoption of institutional integrity certification as national policy for the management of Women’s Justice Centers throughout the country.

The potential for having a similarly positive influence in El Salvador is substantial because the current program there reaches a number of different kinds of central government organizations and regulatory agencies as well as a large number of municipal governments.

Uncertainty remains about the readiness of individual countries to undertake more generalized institutional integrity initiatives as key elements of their national strategies to build a culture of lawfulness and integrity, enable transformative societal change, and achieve sustainable development. However, the number of positive experiences such as those described in this report is increasing. There are growing concerns about corruption and greater awareness of the inadequacies of reliance on control strategies to combat it. Additionally, there is an expanding international interest in public integrity. These trends provide reason for optimism.

As this report was being finalized, the OECD completed a new proposal for consideration by high level Latin American officials at a meeting in Lima, Peru, in October 2018. This new OECD proposal was set out in a document titled, “Integrity for Good Governance in Latin America and the Caribbean: From Commitment to Action.” This document, to be published by the OECD, analyzed a broad range of implementation challenges in the region and recommended a 10-point action plan as a framework for future collaboration. A key recommendation in the action plan was that each country should “develop in a participatory way a national integrity and anticorruption strategy that commits the government to concrete, ambitious, but feasible outcomes.” This proposal holds promise for a regional effort to build national strategies within which institutional integrity could become an important feature of public administration.
This report has reviewed the importance of competent and accountable governance for economic and social development, the essential role of capable institutions for effective governance, and the corrosive influence of corruption on the quality of governance and, subsequently, on sustainable development.

We know that societal change cannot be imposed: it needs to emerge from nationally led and locally owned strategies that address local priorities and are responsive to prevailing economic, political, and societal realities. Transformative reform relies upon some combination of local leaders, institutions, and civil society engaging in an iterative process to influence values, beliefs, and behavior in positive ways. Extensive research has confirmed the complexity of this process and its tendency to be “long term, indirect, and often independent of deliberate reforms.”

We also know that broad adherence to a culture of lawfulness and integrity requires much more than fair and efficient public institutions. Many factors, such as economic policies, access to technology, press freedom, an independent judiciary, and an engaged civil society can influence a broad shift in values, beliefs and behavior.

Godson argues persuasively that public education, visible centers of moral authority and role models, and media attention are all important to achieve broad societal change. The Index of Public Integrity looks at six factors: judicial independence, administrative burden, trade openness, budget transparency, e-citizenship, and freedom of the press. Progress on these factors needs to interact with improved performance and integrity of public institutions in furtherance of the elusive goal of transformative change.

International cooperation can help to influence and support change, but each situation must be approached with care to support (without seeking to replace) local knowledge, systems, and responsibilities. There is increased recognition of the shortcomings of compliance strategies that only seek to prevent, detect, and punish bad behavior. Experience has shown that support for inclusive locally owned efforts to promote respect for lawfulness and integrity and to improve the overall quality of local institutions – their effectiveness and efficiency, user orientation, and adherence to ethical values and standards – is more likely to succeed than a narrow emphasis on prevention, control, and enforcement.

International support for sustainable development has increasingly embraced this positive

---
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emphasis on integrity. The United States integrates anticorruption measures in its institution-strengthening programs. European countries have been emphasizing issues of trust and integrity in their programming. The Council of Europe has developed integrity assessment methodologies, and the European Union has sponsored extensive research on integrity issues. Multilateral development organizations have also broadened their strategies for addressing anticorruption policy issues and related institutional mechanisms to give greater weight to political economy factors, organizational culture, and local context.

Research and experience have shown that attention to both compliance and integrity is needed. However, the international community appears to remain divided about where the emphasis should be. As Mungiu-Pippidi has observed, “there are two quite different paradigms in the international community: the ‘eradication of corruption’ view and the ‘integrity building’ and ‘good governance’ view.”\textsuperscript{148} This presents a false choice: a third (and better) alternative is to integrate compliance measures into efforts to enhance integrity and adherence to ethical values.

The UNCAC has established a global standard of institutional integrity in the public sector. This is an important development. The Convention’s review mechanism can monitor how member countries implement that standard. The UN, through the Office on Drugs and Crime, plays a central role in the review mechanism and could use that role to give greater attention to efforts to build a culture of lawfulness and integrity and strengthen the integrity of institutions.

However, in practice, the review mechanism has concentrated more on the control and eradication of corruption than on the UNCAC objectives of fostering integrity and good governance. A similar compliance orientation appears to be a characteristic of reviews under the regional anticorruption conventions.

In addition, the UNCAC review mechanism has not benefited from substantial civil society participation. The engagement of civil society stakeholders in other kinds of review mechanisms, such as the UN’s universal periodic reviews of adherence to human rights obligations, might suggest ways to open the UNCAC and other anticorruption reviews to greater citizen participation as an important component of encouraging the values, preferences, and beliefs that underlie a culture of lawfulness and integrity.

The UN also oversees the monitoring of progress in implementing the Sustainable Development Goals, including the SDG 16 target of substantially reducing corruption and bribery in all their forms. As the UNCAC reviews have tended to prioritize control, SDG monitoring, which is under the auspices of the Economic and Social Council, tends to emphasize development and institution strengthening.

This inconsistency in orientation suggests that there should be greater interaction and coherence among the law enforcement, development, and diplomatic elements of the international community. Support for local efforts should be the subject of coordination among all relevant channels of cooperation. The multilateral system, including the above-discussed performance monitoring and review mechanisms, should reinforce those local efforts.

For example, if the UN were to coordinate its oversight of UNCAC implementation with its oversight of progress under the SDGs it could help to achieve progress toward both UNCAC and SDG ideals.

\textsuperscript{148} Mungiu-Pippidi, Alina, \textit{The Quest for Good Governance}, 10..
It should seize the opportunity to do so.

Another significant development has been the OECD’s proactive deployment of its recommended three-pronged approach: a coherent and comprehensive public integrity system, a culture of public integrity, and effective accountability. The OECD recommendation has been accompanied by a growing body of informed guidance and an annual integrity forum. The increasing number of collaborative country integrity reviews supported by the OECD initiative is producing a body of knowledge that could be very useful in UNCAC and regional treaty-based reviews as well as in monitoring SDG implementation.

With respect to the integrity of public institutions, the case study in Chapter 4 shows how Tetra Tech DPK has promoted a flexible and adaptive framework for self-assessment, planning, and implementation by local actors. The design and operation of programs based on the framework’s four components (norms and public policies; organizational culture; transparent, efficient, and effective management; and a system of consequences) are determined in each case by the participating individuals and organizations.

This approach has been shown to be a valuable way to help public organizations improve their performance, build an internal culture of integrity, and strengthen the individual commitment to ethical values and practices of all within the organization. The organizations that have embraced this model have benefited from more inclusive and participatory management, greater productivity, and increased public approval and trust. In some countries, the approach has had a positive influence on policy development, as suggested by the subsequent adoption of national integrity policies and programs.

For the most part, the Tetra Tech DPK approach and others like it have been applied selectively within the limits of donor-financed development cooperation projects. These efforts have produced positive results. However, such selective efforts to build institutional integrity in only a few organizations presents the risk that over time those organizations might become unsustainable islands of integrity. An institutional integrity focus would have far greater value as part of a local comprehensive public integrity strategy.

It is time to take advantage of existing opportunities to bring the various national and international actors together in a common endeavor to enable the realization of popular aspirations for accountable, efficient, fair, and impartial governance. This is obviously a complex and difficult undertaking. Every situation requires attention to distinct challenges and priorities. As discussed in Chapter 2, consideration must be given to multiple, interrelated matters: adaptation to the particular context; involvement of a diverse array of people with various perspectives; timing and sequencing; collaboration by governments and citizens, working together toward shared goals; and mutual reinforcement between anticorruption and pro-integrity objectives on the one hand, and the efficient delivery of reliable public services on the other.149

The integrity of institutions is an important part of overall progress toward a societal culture of lawfulness and integrity. It should be a specific objective of coherent and comprehensive national and international strategies to help societies become more stable, just, and prosperous, with shared values and interests grounded in human freedom and opportunity.

149 Heywood, Paul, Heather Marquette, Caryn Peiffer, and Nieves Zúñiga, Integrity and Integrity Management in Public Life, 36-37.
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